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Research Method
The researchfor this report was carried out during
the second half of 1985 and early 1986, and wasled
by Paul Thorley, a consultant with Butler Cox in
London whospecialises in systems design and end-
user computing. He was assisted by Rob Moreton,
a consultant with Butler Cox who specialises in end-
user computing and data management, and David
Flint, a senior consultant with Butler Cox.
The response by Foundation membersto the original
research plan emphasised the interest and
importanceof this research topic. Many Foundation
members suggested that the research should
attempt to explain how organisations could improve
accessto corporate data. As a result of theseinitial
comments and further discussions with members,
the direction of the project was set.

Our research had a dual focus. First, we reviewed
the organisational and technical infrastructures
typically used by Foundation members, and the data-
access problems that. these are causing. We then
investigated what needs to be done,both technically
and organisationally, to unlock the corporate data
resource so it can be more readily available to
business users of microcomputers and other
desktop computing devices.

The research began with a literature search, and any
material that significantly influenced the contentof
this reportis listed in the bibliography at the end of
the report.

The views of Foundation members(and other organ-
isations) were gathered during a series of 25
individual interviews conducted throughout Europe
and the United States. Some of these discussions

are reported in the casehistories presented in the
appendix of this report. To supplement the
experiences of these commercial users, we also
interviewed several researchers. These included
people working at MIT in the United States and at
the Alvey Directorate, a British research organ-
isation sponsored by government and industry.

During September and October 1985, we held a
series of focus group discussions in France, the
Netherlands, Scandinavia and the United Kingdom.
Six meetings were held, attended by 53 Foundation
members. Each meeting followed the same format
and posed 17 questions related to the research
theme. These questions were grouped under the
following headings:
♥The growing demand for access to data.
♥Choosing the best approach.
♥Technical infrastructure.
♥Organisational infrastructure.
♥Managementissues.
♥Future trends.
The mix of user organisations, suppliers and
consultants at the focus groups led to some
fascinating discussions that influenced the
developmentof the report. Summariesofsignificant
points to emerge from these discussions are included
within the body of the report.

Additional report copies
Memberorganisations usually receive three copies
of each reportasit is published. Additional copiesof
this report (or previous reports) may be purchased
from Butler Cox.
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THE BUTLER COX FOUNDATION REPORTSERIES

UNLOCKING THE
CORPORATE DATA RESOURCE

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

In many large organisations, most of the routine
transaction-based systems have now been installed.
Most of the new computer applications being
developed todayfall into the category of enquiry and
analytical systems, rather than the traditional
bookkeeping and transaction-recording systems.
From now on,the trend will be to install decision-
support systemsthatwill be used as an integral part
of the corporate decision-making process. Many of
these systems will be run on business micro-
computers or workstationslinked to an information
centre. The main requirement for many of these new
systems will be for access to corporate data held
in the organisation☂s conventional mainstream
information systems.

Another reason for the increasing demand for
accessto corporate data is the growing awareness
of the role that data and information systems can
play in providing the organisation with a competitive
advantage. We know of several companies that are
taking positive steps to exploit the data collected
automatically as part of their mainstream operations.
One of the best-known examples is the McKesson
Corporation in the United States. McKesson is a
drug-supply company, and in the process of
supplying drugs to pharmacists, it compiled a
valuable database about the usage of drugs. Using
this database, McKessonhasbuilt a new business
that supplies market research information to drug
manufacturers.

Corporate data held in the central databases has
been accumulated over many years by the main-
stream operational systems (order processing,
purchasing, management accounts, etc.), and is
usually not structured in a way that makesit easy
for business users with a microcomputer or work-
station to get at what they need. Managers and
professionals require facilities that allow them to
access only the data that is specific to a particular
problem. At present, this often cannot be achieved,
because the required data is ☁hidden☂ (or implicit)in
amassofirrelevant data. Moreover, once the data
has been retrieved, these users require tools to
manipulate the data until it is of direct use bya
specific person for a particular problem.

The Butler Cox Foundation
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The requirements for making corporate data
available to users can be summarised as follows:
♥Users need to know what data resides where, and

what its meaningis.
♥Theyrequire easy accessto the relevant data, no

matter whereit is stored.
♥They require powerful (but easy-to-use) tools with

which to manipulate the data.
The techniques for providing users with access to
corporate data are therefore very much concerned
with end-user (or personal) computing. Improvements
in the capabilities of desktop computing devices, and
pressure by the suppliers, have raised the general
level of awareness of the potential benefits of end-
user computing. As a consequence,there is a rapidly
growing population of users who understand the
benefits that personal computing can provide for
decision making and productivity improvement.
The four main technological developments that have
led to a greater awareness by business users of the
potential benefits of personal computing are:
♥Improved telecommunications facilities, particu-

larly for linking microcomputers to mainframe
systems for access to corporate data, and for
interlinking facilities within a localsite.

♥Easier access to external information services.
♥Wideravailability of ☁user-friendly☂ software.
♥Decreasing hardware costs that have made more

feasible the useoffacilities that require consider-
able computing power(query languagesand rela-
tional database management systemsin particular).

Each of these developments enhancesthe benefits
that personal computing can bring to a manager or
professional. As users becomefamiliar with the basic
technology and begin to treat the facilities as an
ordinary part of their everyday businesslives, their
attention will turn increasingly to the data they can
access with the devices on their desks.
Unfortunately, there is no universal technical solution
to the problem of providing these users with easy
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access to the data locked up in corporate systems.
Many companies have attempted to solve the
problem by establishing some form of user-support
(or information) centre but, sometimes, these have
not been very successful. Others have supplemented
their traditional mainstream systems with ad hoc
solutions based on microcomputers, departmental
minicomputers, communication devices, etc. As
a result, the approach to, and responsibility for,
user access to data is often fragmented and
uncoordinated.
A few organisations told us that they planned to
continue channelling all requests for access to
corporate data through the central systemsfunction.
Their approach was to provide analysts and
programmers with the necessary tools so they could
write bespoke systemsor produce ad hocreportsfor
business users. We believe that, although this
approach may be acceptable in the short term, the
pressure from users for direct access to the
corporate files will becomeirresistible. Our view is
that, within the next year or so, these organisations
will have to abandon their centralised approach to
providing users with access to corporate data.
One way to create the optimum technical environ-
mentforfacilitating user access to data would be to
rebuild the existing applications. However, this course
of action is unrealistic for most organisations. We
therefore assumed that users would require access
to data held in existing systems.

Mostinformation systems managers have recognisedthat the growing demandfor access to corporate datawill present severe problems because existingsystems and procedures are not geared to meetingad hoc requests from a large population of users.These systems managers are seeking advice on the

best way of meeting the increasing demand whilst
retaining control over that part of the corporate data
entrusted to their care.

Weconcludethat organisations need to take a fresh
look at their whole approach to providing business
users with accessto corporate data. This report sets
out a methodology for identifying and resolving the
organisational and technical issues concerned with
unlocking the corporate data resource. By using this
methodology, we believe that Foundation members
can create organisational and technical environments
that will enable the data locked up in corporate
systems to be accessed by business users for the
benefit of the whole organisation. The methodology
has four steps:
♥Adopt a new approach to data managementthat

makesa clear distinction between ☁authenticated☂
corporate data and ☁unauthenticated☂ local data.

♥Plan to migrate to a two-level technical infra-
structure, with a core systems environment for the
mainstream computing activities, integrated with
a series of subsidiary systems environments, each
of which is optimised for a particular type of
systems requirement.

♥Establish a user-support centre, paying particular
attention to the initial applications and to the way
in which the centre chargesfor its services.

♥Select the data-access tools and techniques
(directories, database products, data-retrieval
products, microcomputer-mainframelinks, system-
linkage products and user-interface techniques)
that will be used to provide business users with
direct access to the data held in corporate, and
external, databases.

The report describes each of these steps in detail.
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CHAPTER1

ADOPT A NEW APPROACH TO DATA MANAGEMENT

The amountof data being stored in computer systems
is growing significantly, and this data is being used
by more and more business users for a greater
variety of purposes.In particular, senior managers
are making increasing demandsfor easier access to
existing computer-based data. The data required by
an individual user may well reside in several different
systems, each of which has been developed for a
specific systems environment(thatis, for a specific
combination of hardware and software). This situation
will not change in the foreseeable future, although,
as we show in Chapter 2, the overall technicalinfra-
structure can be rationalised by coordinating the
different systems environments.

The increasing demandfor accessto data highlights
the need to make data accessible, accurate, consis-
tent, and secure ♥ in other words, the need to
manage data. Many organisations have recognised
that data managementis an essential part of their
overall information systems policy. (The views
expressed at our focus group meetings on the
importance of data management are summarisedin
Figure 1.1.)

 

» Figure 1.1 Focus group views on the importance of data
management
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During our research we found many examples of the
difficulties that can occur if data is not managed
properly. One companytold us, for example, that data
relating to its Norwegian operations appearedinits
European and overseas analyses, which led to
inaccurate information about the company☂soverall
trading position being presented to management. In
another case, inconsistent data about the discount
structures of a grocery chain☂s major suppliers led
to incorrect calculations of gross profit margins. Since
buying decisions were based on thesecalculations,
the data inaccuracies could have caused consider-
able damage.

The usual approach to data management has been
to establish a centralised data administration function,
regardless of the policies for centralising or decen-
tralising company resources and operational data-
base systems. For example:
♥Chase Manhattan Bank has invested heavily in

setting up clearly defined data-service roles at the
centre and in its regions. The central support
function establishes data access and communi-
cation routines, and the regions are responsible
for their own data security and data administration.

♥Rolls-Royce Limited has established a central data
administration team that is responsible for
corporate data modelling. The developmentofall
☁core☂ systems(that is, systems that are central
to Rolls-Royce☂s business) is validated by this
team.

Some organisations have moved away from a
centralised approach to data management, however.
A large oil company has recently discardedits central
database administration role. This move wasjustified
on the grounds that systems development was being
slowed down.In our view,the problem arose because
a single person hadto vet all new applications for
data consistency. Webelieve that providing additional
resources for the central function would probably
have removedthebottleneck that was being created.
Other organisations have beenreluctantto invest in
a central data managementfunction because of the
difficulty of measuring the success of such a function.
The lack of measurementcriteria has meant they
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have not beenableto justify the expenditure required
to set up a central function.

In general, our research confirmed that there is a
need for a central, coordinating data management
role. However, the traditional approach to data
management maynot be able to cope with some of
the new demandsbeing madeby business usersfor
access to corporate data. Conventional data
managementtechniques are based on the concept
of ☁accurate☂ data, where a specific element has a
specific unambiguous meaning anda single ☁correct☂
value. But this concept begins to break down when
data that was collected for one purposeis used for
a different purpose. For example, datathatis 100 per
cent accurate in a transaction-recording sense may
need to be modified before it can be used for
marketing purposes.(Marketing staff will always want
to present the organisation andits products in the
most favourablelight.) We believe that the approach
to data management needs to be modified to take
accountof this type of situation.

Providing business users with access to corporate
data introduces yet another complication for conven-
tional data management. User demandsfor access
to data will increase as the personaluse of business
microcomputers passes through the four stages of
initiation, contagion (growth), control, and maturity.
(Wediscussed the characteristics of each of these
stages in Foundation Report No. 43 ♥ Managing the
Microcomputerin Business.) Our research suggests
that, from the users☂ point of view, data management
is not important during theinitiation stage. During this
stage, the bulk of the datais input by the users them-
selves. This procedure does not cause any great
difficulty because most Stage 1 business microcom-
puter systems are standalone applications, and they
address specific tasks.
During the second (growth) stage of business com-
puting, users begin to want to access centralised
operational data and to share applications and
computing resources. But, because data is processed
in different ways in a variety of different environ-
ments, problems associated with coordinating the use
of data, and ensuringthatit is accurate, consistent,
and secure, cometo the fore. At the sametime, the
advantages of capturing a data element only once
become increasingly apparent. As the growth of
business computing continues through the control
stage and,finally, the mature stage, the importance
of data managementwill become clearer to users.
Moreover, the complexity of carrying out data
management will increase in parallel with users☂
perceptions of the importance of data management.
Although the importance of data management has
long been recognised by systemsstaff, most users
are only dimly aware of the need for, and the

ADOPT A NEW APPROACH TO DATA MANAGEMENT

advantages of, data management. For many business
users, data managementis, at present, seen as an
unnecessary encumbrance that hinders their pro-
gress with personal computing.

Thus, any new approach to data management must
also be able to cope with users☂ changing perceptions
of the importance of data management. As a conse-
quence,we believe that a two-level approach is now
required to encompassboth central and local aspects
of data management.In order to adoptthis approach,
it is necessary first to recognise the importance of
data, and thento distinguish between authenticated
and unauthenticated data. Next, the appropriate
degree of decentralisation for data management must
be determined, and central and local data manage-
ment responsibilities must be clearly assigned.

RECOGNISE THE IMPORTANCE OF DATA
Successful data management requires recognition at
a high level in the organisation that data is an
important asset and that it should be managed
accordingly. Data should therefore be managedina
way that is consistent with the organisation☂s
structure, style, and objectives. Only in this waywill
data management be able to support future infor-
mation needs and allow more effective use to be
made of business information.
Different organisational structures have different
implications for data management. A strategic
business unit approach that encourages autonomy
will, for example, give rise to data management
requirements different from those produced by a
functional organisation structure. The data manage-
ment approach adopted should also reflect the cor-
porate☁style☂ (or philosophy). In particular, it should
take accountof the organisation's technical maturity
and whetherthe organisation operates in a constant
or changing environment.
If data is perceived as a strategic asset, its
management must take accountof future information
requirements, and these may be markedlydifferent
from today☂s needs. The data management approach
musttherefore be aligned closely with the system and
information planning processes. The approach must
also recognise that the strategic use of business data
includes the need to access data about competitors,
anddata about industry-specific factors (regulations,
for example).

DISTINGUISH BETWEEN AUTHENTICATED
AND UNAUTHENTICATED DATA
The conventional approach to data management
assumesthat all data is ☁authenticated☂ ♥ thatis,
controlled and validated by a central data adminis-
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tration function and madeavailable via a coordinated
database. Certainly, the need for authenticated data
processed within the organisation☂s data manage-
ment guidelines will continue and increase. (The data
associated with the mainstream systems ♥ order
processing, payroll, etc. ♥ will always be authen-
ticated data.) But we believe that the data manage-
ment approach should also recognisethat users. will
want to use and have accessto unauthenticated data
as well. Someof the data used by local systems may
be input by the users or may be extracts from the
authenticated data that are manipulated and inter-
preted locally. This type of local data should be
classified as unauthenticated data.
Authenticated data will always require the involve-
mentof the systems department, eitherto verify the
accuracy and consistencyof the data,or to verify the
processes by which it is manipulated. However, in
some circumstances, business users may deliber-
ately modify (or even corrupt) authorised data for
perfectly valid commercial reasons. For example, we
know of an airline that chose to showin its public
timetable a flight as operating on every day of the
week, whereas in the operational database, the
☁accurate☂ data defined twoflights, each operating
on some days of the week. Both had the sameflight
number, but on some daysthe service operated with
a smaller aircraft and slightly different timings.
However, the airline☂s marketing department pre-
ferred to showinits public timetable a daily flight
Operating with the larger aircraft. Thus for competitive
or marketing purposes, the ☁accurate☂ data from the
users☂ point of view may be somewhatdifferent from
the accurate data held in the corporate (authen-
ticated) database.
Moreover, users often do not require the absolutely
correct and up-to-date version of the authenticated
data. Instead, they require for analytical purposes an
accurate versionof the data asit stood at a particular
point in time ♥ month end, year end, etc.
Thus, business users of microcomputers or work-
stations require access both to authenticated data
and to their own unauthenticated data. The unauthen-
ticated data may have been created by extracting
data from the corporate (authenticated) files and
modifying it to suit a particular purpose, orit may be
☁personal☂ data created by the user, or it may have
been extracted from an external data-supply source.
The question arises as to whether unauthenticated
data should be brought underthe control of the cor-
porate data managementfunction.
Provided that a particular set of unauthenticated data
is used only byits originator in standalone appli-
cations, there is no need for the corporate data
managementfunctionto be involved in managing the
unauthenticated data. But as soon as unauthen-
ticated data begins to be used by other users, both

☁The Butler Cox Foundation
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the originators of the data and its potential users need
to be made awareoftheir obligations and respon-
sibilities.
Someorganisationstold usthat they will prevent this
problem by prohibiting the use of unauthenticated
data by anyoneotherthanits originator. We believe
thatthis is not a practical approach. Business users
will want to use whatever data they feel is necessary
to support the particular task in hand ♥ asthey have
always done whenpreparing reports orplans. If one
of their colleagues has somerelevant data available
in a machine-readable form, it is inevitable that they
will want to useit.
Instead of trying to prohibit the use of unauthenticated
data, we believe that the corporate data management
function should adopta ☁soft control☂ approachthat
encourages businessusersto take personal respon-
sibility for the unauthenticated data they create and
use. Specifically, the data management function
should identify those sets of unauthenticated data
that are being used (orarelikely to be used) by people
other than their originators. Such data sets should
then be included in the directory of data that is
available, but they should be clearly identified as
unauthenticated.
Thus, the data that is made available to business
users should be clearly marked as being authen-
ticated or unauthenticated, and users should be made
aware of the differences between the two types of
data. Whenever a business user accesses an
unauthenticated set of data, he or she should be
remindedthatthis data does not have the corporate
☁seal of approval☂, and that reference should be made
to the data originator for clarification about the
accuracy, consistency, and meaning of the data.
Creators of unauthenticated data thatis likely to be
used by others should be encouraged to adopt good
data management practices. The central data
managementfunction should not attempt to impose
corporate data management practices, however.
Instead, it should provide advice and should
encourage business users to adopt a basic levelof
data managementthat is consistent with their own
business requirements and with those of other
business users who may usethe data.
In many organisations, the best place from which to
exercise this soft control of unauthenticated data will
be the information centre.

DETERMINE THE MOST APPROPRIATEDEGREE OF DECENTRALISATION
The variety of different systems environments foundin most large organisations makesit impractical tothink in terms of a single central data resource thatis available to all users throughout the organisation.
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For example, personal computer users may have
their own systems based on new generations of
languagesthat require bespoke databasestructures.
This type of constraint argues in favour of storing at
least some of the data locally. In turn, local data
storage also raises questions about whetherit is
possible (or desirable) to decentralise some of the
data management responsibilities. A degree of
decentralised responsibility for data management
may be appropriate in those organisations where
some data processing activities have already been
decentralised, or where a centralised data processing
structure is considering distributing some of its
systems.
In considering whether to decentralise some oftheir
corporate data, most organisations have focused on
operational and technical issues suchastherelative
costs of data storage anddata transmission.Although
technical concernsare clearly important, we believe
they are subsidiary to wider organisational issues, the
most important of which are:
♥Would decentralised data management responsi-

bilities be compatible with the existing corporate
structure and style of management?

♥Would a decentralised data management structure
be consistent with the organisation☂s overall policy
for managing the corporate information resource?

♥Would decentralised data management create
insurmountable problems for data consistency,
security, and privacy?

Only after these issues have been considered should
attention be given to the practical operational aspects
of a decentralised data management approach. At
this stage it may be necessary to modify the ideal
level of decentralisation in the light of technical
constraints such as:
♥Theinability of most current database software to

maintain distributed databases.
♥Theeffect that the likely patterns of use will have

on storage and communications requirements.
♥The extent to which distributed data processing

and end-user computing are already used within
the organisation.

One approachto decentralising data is to replicate
the database at several sites. Creating multiple
copies of the data simplifies the communications
requirements (and reduces communications costs),
increases the availability of the data, and reduces
response times. Nevertheless, there arestill several
technical problemsthat affect an organisation☂s ability
to decentralise data. In particular, most database
software products cannot yet adequately handle
distributed databases, and this can create problems,
particularly if data consistency is of paramount
concern andif the database update rate is high.

ADOPT A NEW APPROACH TO DATA MANAGEMENT

Some of the factors that should be considered in
deciding whether and howto distribute a database
are:
♥The frequency with which the databaseis updated,

the complexity of the updates, and the way in
which updates areinitiated.

♥The use to which the database will be put. The
numberof users, their location, and the frequency
with which theywill use the databasewill all help
to determine which parts of the database could be
replicated or distributed.

♥The experience that staff already have with
operating and using distributed computing
systems. Computer networking systems can be
complex to design, and they require complex
software. Specialist local staff may be requiredif
these networks are to operate successfully.

♥The costs of local storage compared with
transmission costs. Careful analysis will be
required to find the optimum balance between
transmission costs and storage costs. The most
significant parameter is the amount of data that
will need to be transferred.

ASSIGN DATA MANAGEMENT
RESPONSIBILITIES
In assigning the responsibilities for data management,
a clear distinction needs to be made between the
data administration and database administration
roles. Data administration is concerned with the
☁ownership☂ of data, its meaning, its relationships with
other data, its integrity, and so forth; database
administration is concerned both with the way in
which the abstract data modelis physically imple-
mented in a computer system and with controlling the
procedures for accessing the data. (Foundation
Report No. 32 ♥ Data Management ♥ discussed
in detail the management responsibilities of data
administration and database administration.)
In this report we are advocating that some datamanagement responsibilities should be devolved tolocal sites, particularly responsibility for themanagement of unauthenticated data. We believe,therefore, that management responsibilities can bedivided into a central coordinating role and localresponsibilities.
Central coordination
The main role of the central data managementfunctionis to plan and coordinate the organisation☂stotal data resourceandidentify its overall data-accessrequirements. Usually, the requirements are repre-sented in the form of data models, whose purposeis to ensure that the overall data needs arerecognised and integrated with the informationsystems environment. The central role also

The Butler Cox Foundation
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encompassesthe definition of data and the keeping
of records about its location, the systems that
maintain and use the data, and the users who main-
tain and rely on the data. The overall aim is to ensure
that the data is used effectively throughout the
organisation.
Such a coordinating function must, of necessity, be
centralised, and it must be given the appropriate
authority to enable it to carry out its.responsibilities.
Figure 1.2 lists the main responsibilities of a
centralised data management function.
A centralised data management function also has
important responsibilities for data security, particu-
larly in preventing fraud and ensuring the confiden-
tiality of data. Nevertheless, where someof the data
management responsibilities are delegatedto local
sites, some aspects of data security will need to be
managedlocally.
Local responsibilities
In most large organisations there is a strong trend
towards distributing as much computing power as
possible throughout the organisation. This trend is
evident in the growing use of departmental mini-
computers,information centres, local area networks,
and personal computers. The result is that users will
increasingly want to take more direct responsibility
for planning the information systems and the data
they need. Indeed, local planning is essentialif users
are to make the most effective use of their local
systems environment.
The local responsibilities for data management must
be well defined, and their relationship with the central
coordination role must be clear. We believe that the
most crucial issue is to draw a clear distinction
between the responsibilities for authenticated and
unauthenticated data. The responsibility for authen-
ticated data clearly rests with the central data
managementfunction, although the central function
may choose to delegate some of its responsibilities
to the local data managementfunction. The respon-
sibility for controlling the use of unauthenticated data
will rest with the local function. The interface between
local and central responsibilities must be clearly
defined because unauthenticated data will often be
created by extracting and manipulating data from the
authenticated databases.
In many respects, local data management respon-
sibilities mirror those carried out centrally. The local
responsibilities include:
♥Ensuring that local data management practices

conform with the centralpolicies for data access,
security, recovery, and privacy, and applying these
in the light of local requirements.

♥Defining and maintaining local authenticated data,
and understanding its importance.

The Butler Cox Foundation
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Figure 1.2 Responsibilities of a centralised data
managementfunction

 

 

♥Resolving disputes about the ownership of data.
♥Selecting and introducing tools and techniques.
♥Providing advice about the impact that changes

in business requirements could have on data
management.

♥Encouraging users who create unauthenticated
data to adopt good data managementpractices,
and making them awareoftheir responsibilities to
other users of their data.

♥Ensuring that users of unauthenticated data are
awareof thelimitations of that data, and providing
a focal point for resolving disputes about the
meaning of unauthenticated data.

SUMMARY
In an environment where more and moreuserswill
need access to data, we believe that the key to
successful data managementis a clear distinction
between authenticated and unauthenticated data.In
order to achievethis, it is necessary to begin with
an understanding of the importance of data. The
appropriate degree of decentralisation should then
be established, with central and local management
responsibilities clearly defined.
By assigning responsibility for the various data
managementactivities to the appropriate level, we
believe that organisations can choose the most
appropriate approach for providing users with access
to corporate data. OO__..._._
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CHAPTER 2
ESTABLISH THE TECHNICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Most organisations believe that their existing
technical systems infrastructure is inadequate to
meet the changing demands for access to data. In
the past, systems were not designed to meet the
unstructured ad hoc requests for data that users are
now demanding. To meet this demand, many organ-
isations have adopted ad hocsolutions in an attempt
to solve immediate data-access problems.
Sometimes, these solutions have been implemented
on mainframes and sometimes on microcomputers.
Often, the solutions adopted for microcomputers have
not been compatible with those adopted for main-
frames, andit is proving to be very difficult to interlink
the two types of system. However, users will not
tolerate the limitations imposed by the complexity of
the linkages that are necessary today.
A representative selection of comments made by the
focus group participants on the inadequacyof today☂s
technical infrastructure is shownin Figure 2.1. These
showclearly that there is an urgent need for a new
technical infrastructure that can cope both with the
existing applications portfolio and with the changing
 

Figure 2.1 The inadequacy of today☂s technical
infrastructure as identified by focus group
participants

☜There is a lack of a single interface for users.Ze

☜Today'sSs; databace management systems are not suitablesorunstructured requests.☝ A
☜The current systems environments Often stifle creativity for
end-user computing.☝

☜Data design (especially data definition) anddata management
are not given the attention that they merit.☝ :

☜There is a disproportionate investment in maintenance com-
pared with the benefits.☝☝

☜The introduction of new end-user computing facilities are
usually not planned with the right attention to detail.☝

☜Today's user demand for access to a variety of databases
requires greater controls than currently exist.☝
 

requirements for access to data. Before discussing
the ways in which this new infrastructure could be
established, we first describe briefly the problems
created by the technical infrastructure typically found
today in Foundation memberorganisations.

THE PROBLEMS WITH TODAY☂S
INFRASTRUCTURE
The technical infrastructure comprises the various
systems environments found within an organisation.
(A systems environmentis a specific combination of
hardware architecture, operating system, file or
database management system, teleprocessing
monitor, and development process.) Today, most
Foundation members have a variety of systems
environments. These environments have evolved to
meet the differing requirements of particular types
of applications ♥ order processing, office systems,
videotex, computer-aided design and manufacturing,
and so forth. In order to makeit easier for users to
get at the data they require, problemswill have to be
overcome in the hardware, software and tele-
communications components of the technical
infrastructure. Data-access problems are also
createdby the variety of systems environments found
in many organisations.

Hardware
One of the driving forces behind the increasing
demand for access to data is the large numberof
microcomputers now being installed in most organ-
isations. Spending a few thousand dollars on a
Standalone microcomputer seemsatfirst sight to be
a low-risk investment. But, as we predicted in
Foundation Report No. 43 ♥ Managing the Micro-
computer in Business ♥ users of standalone
machines begin to want access to corporate dataafter a year or so, and this demand can cause
difficulties if microcomputers have beeninstalled inan uncoordinated way.
The experience of one organisation we talked withduring the research, although extreme, is notuntypical. Originally, there was no formal policy forthe acquisition of microcomputers, and users were
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allowed to purchase whatever equipment they
wanted. The rationale for allowing this to happen was
that the individual needs were so diverse that they
could not (and should not) be coordinated by a central
group. But within two years there was an enormous
demand both for multi-user systems and for☂ the
capability to transfer data from the central hardware
to the ☁standalone☂ microcomputers for local
processing. As a consequence, this organisation
established centres of microcomputing expertise,
which set out clear, consistent guidelines for
operating systems, preferred suppliers, and so forth.

When we asked whythis firm policy had not been
established at the outset, we received a philosophical
reply. We were told that a ☁learn-the-hard-way☂
approach would be more effective in the long term
and would be an effective means of enhancing the
standing of the central systems function.

Webelieve that the approach to the acquisition of
microcomputers should be designed to resolve the
apparent conflict between microcomputers and
mainframes. Microcomputers provide users with the
benefits of independence; mainframes provide the
benefits of integration, which conflict directly with the
microcomputer☂s advantage of independence. The
hardware acquisition policy should allow the benefits
of both to coexist.
However,there are other important developments in
the accelerating trend towards desktop computing.
Departmental computers serving a local community
are also being installed in large numbers, for example.
As a result, the day is fast approaching when the
majority of office workers in most organisations will
have a microcomputer or someother form of ☁work-
station☂ on their desks. These workstations will take
a variety of forms ♥ dumb terminals, word pro-
cessors, videotex terminals, graphics devices, and so
forth. The policy for acquiring all these types oflocal
computing facilities should follow the same approach
used for microcomputers.

The policy should also take accountof the likely future
demandsfor accessto data implied by these develop-
ments in desktop computing.

Software
In the context of user access to data, two typesof
software are important: database software and
software designed for direct use by business users.

Database software
Many of the people we met during the research
expressed doubts about the ability of existing data-
base software to meet future data-access require-
ments. Typical comments were that existing database
software was too complicated,too inflexible, and not
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efficient enough to handle future requirements. These
requirementsarelikely to be for a mix of facilities that
can handle the routine requirements of the ☁core☂
administrative systems (sales order processing,
invoicing, etc.) and that can allow easy ad hoc access
to the data collected by the core systems. The data-
base software will need to provide browsing facilities
and must be able to handle complex information-
retrieval requests based on compound Boolean
operators, and other conventional retrieval
techniques.

Another disadvantage of current database systems
is that they require both a high level of expertise and
much time and effort to establish a coherent data-
base structure. Furthermore, new data elements or
additional indexing items may well require the
structure of the database to be changed.

Existing databases are alsodifficult to use because
they require the user to interact with them via a
formalised, structured language. Although some
progress is being made in the area of natural
language interfaces by products such asIntellect,
most database systems require the use of a highly
structured syntax.

The inefficiency of much database software arises
from the wayin which complex enquiries are handled,
and the inability of the software to pre-analyse the
hardware resource requirements of a particular
request.

Direct-access software
Software designed to provide business users with
direct access to data encompassesthe whole range
of decision-support tools, application generators,
report generators, query languages, and so forth. It
also includes the software interfaces to external
information retrieval systems, and specialised
retrieval software such asStairs. The distinguishing
feature of this type of softwareis thatit is designed
for direct use by business users, either to create a
bespoke application or to formulate a bespoke
request for data.

Aboveall, this type of business software must be easy
to use, and it must allow useful results to be achieved
quickly. Typical examples of successful business soft-
ware are the spreadsheet packages that are being
bought (and used)in large numbers, and are enor-
mously popular with users. Products such as Lotus
4-2-3 use familiar concepts (the conventional
spreadsheet) and do not require users to master a
new approach to problem solving and decision
making. Regrettably, much of the software designed
for direct use by business users lacks this essential
characteristic and, as a result, is unacceptableto the
majority of business users.

i ee
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Wealso found that the use of external information
services was being inhibited for similar reasons.
Although the use of such servicesis growing steadily,
we found that users were reluctant to use them
because:
♥Theinterfaces were too complex.
♥The meanings of keywords and dialogue terms

were obscure.
♥Thecost of using the services was perceived as

being too high.

Telecommunications
Telecommunications facilities are fundamental to
providing users with access to corporate data. At
present, however, many microcomputers are not
linked either to other microcomputers or to the
mainstream systems, and many organisations are
currently grappling with the issue of howbestto link
☁standalone☂ microcomputers to the corporate main-
frames. (We describe in Chapter 4 the various
techniques that can be used for microcomputer-
mainframelinks.)
In many organisations, implementing microcomputer-
mainframe links is made more difficult by the
incompatible software at each end ofthe link. We
heard of one extreme example where data is
extracted from a Tota! database (running under the
IBM MVS environment) and is passedasa serialfile
to another machine running under VM/CMS.The data
is then either manipulated for the user by a systems
analyst using APL, or it is loaded into a mainframe
spreadsheet package ready for manipulation by
users. Sometimes,the data is further downloaded to
an IBM PC for use with Lotus 1-2-3.

Problems created by a variety of systems
environments
The need to support several systems environments
makesit difficult to create a technicalinfrastructure
that can cope with the demands imposed by user
access to data. Ideally, the technical infrastructure
should provide a unified interface for users that will
enable them to access,from a single workstation,the
growingportfolio of applications available within each
of the systems environments. Maintaining several
systems environments makesit difficult to integrate
systems, impedes the provision of integrated user
interfaces, and generally obstructs the transfer of
information between systems and between users.

Should the technical infrastructure be based on a
single systems environment? Regrettably, the answer
has to be no, because the requirements, both of users
andofdifferent types of systems,are so diversethat
no one systems environment could cost-effectively
meet all of the requirements. We pursued the

question of the optimum number and nature of sys-
tems environments with Foundation membersat the
focus group meetings. This question proved to be the
mostdifficult of all the issues discussed. A represen-
tative sample of the views expressed by the focus
groups is given in Figure 2.2.

Weare convincedthat the key to creating the most
appropriate technicalinfrastructure lies in determin-
ing the optimum number of systems environments,
and this means that a planned approach to the
systems environmentsthat will be used throughout
the organisation is essential. The need for coordina-
tion becomes paramount as computer networks
spread throughout the organisation and as distributed
systems, databases, office systems, etc. become
more common.If these developments are allowed to
take place in a haphazard, unplanned way,they will
(in the words of James Martin) ☜☁grow like weeds and
take over the garden☂. And, like weeds, incompatible
systems are extremelydifficult to get rid of once they
have becomeestablished.
Manyof today☂s problems with providing users with
access to corporate data arise because enhance-
ments have been ☁bolted on☂ to existing systems in
an ad hoc manner as new facilities have been
required. However, the benefits of a planned
approach have been recognised for many years, and
during our research we met with organisations that
were deliberately moving to a greater degree of
systemsintegration both at the corporate level and
at the divisional or operating-companylevel.
 

Figure 2.2 Focus group views on future systems
environments
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Some very large multinational companies are plan-
ning a much greater level of systems integration
throughout their operations. They see this as a
necessary response to changing circumstances,
caused partly by increasing competitive pressures
and partly by a need to respondbetter to the market.
Those organisations that have opted for an integrated
approachatthe divisional or operating-companylevel
see it as the optimum method of matching the infor-
mation systemsarchitecture with the needs of the
business.

MIGRATE TO A TWO-LEVEL SYSTEM
ARCHITECTURE
We believe that the most appropriate system
architecture for the future comprises two levels: a
☁core☂ systems environment that supports the conven-
tional transaction-recording systems and manage-
ment reporting systems, and a series of subsidiary
environments each supporting a specialised systems
requirement. (These specialised systemswill include
office systems, microcomputer-based business-
support systems, and videotex systems). However,
the overall architecture should be designed in a
coherent way, because there will be an increasing
need for communication between the levels and
between the systems environments supporting the
specialised requirements. In a conglomerate organ-
igation comprising a headoffice and several disparate
businesses, the head office and each businessunit
could have its own separate core and subsidiary
systems environments.

The core systems environment
The core systems environment will support the
mainstream transaction-recording and management-
reporting systems. It also needs to provide the means
for interlinking the subsidiary systems environments
and, in so doing, it will act as a central data manager
and as the manager of shared resources.
At present, the core systems environment will often
be based on a conventional database management
system (that is, a system based on a hierarchical or
network structure) geared specifically to the needs
of transaction recording and managerial reporting.
The types of data-access requests that will be
received from the subsidiary systems environments
can cause greatdifficulties for these conventional
database management systems. In particular, the
data required for decision-support and analytical
purposes can create large and unpredictable pro-
cessing loads that degrade the system's performance
for regular online users.

From now on, most of the growth in the systemsport-
folio will be in the area of decision-support and
analysis systems.This leads us to concludethat the
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core systems environment should be chosen pri-
marily to meét the emerging requirements for data
retrieval and manipulation. To do this, it will be
necessary to integrate local microcomputers with the
core systems environment, and it may be necessary
to move to a relational database management
system.
The benefits of using a single systems environment
for the core applications(transaction processing and
management reporting) include:
♥Fewerterminal-compatibility problems.
♥Easier control of central data, which meansit is

easierto provide consistentfacilities for accessing
and manipulating the data.

♥Better integration of decision-support facilities.
♥Improved facilities for transferring data (andtext)

between central systems and users.
♥Standardised dialogues betweenthe users and the

various systems.
Subsidiary systems environment
There will also be a need for facilities that cannot
easily be satisfied by the core systems environment.
These include:
♥Wordprocessing facilities.
♥Local processing facilities with sufficient com-

puting power to provide fast response times.
♥Software facilities tailored to the needs of indi-

vidual users.
♥Voice recognition facilities.
Thesefacilities will be provided by subsidiary systems
environments,the most commonof whichare office
systems, business microcomputer systems, opera-
tional support systems, and videotex systems.

Office systems
Many of the present generation of office system
products were designed primarily to meet word pro-
cessing requirements.As a result, they are based on
local processing power, usually located in the
workstation itself. However, the trend is towards
muchgreater integration betweenoffice systems and
the core systems. As a consequence, office systems
will need to be able to operate both in their own
specialised systems environment and aspart of the
core systems environment. In particular, workstation
users will want to access large data files and
databases held within the core systems environment.
The office systems environmentwill be required to
provide specialised facilities that it would be
inappropriate to provide via the core systems
environment. Each of these facilities requires
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considerably more processing power in the work-
station than is provided by current systems. Their
availability in commercial productswill require future
generations of business microcomputers to have
substantially more processing power than present-
day PCs. However, the continuing developments in
microelectronic technology mean that lack of
processing power will not be a constraint.
Business microcomputer systems
At present, most business microcomputer systems
are used mainly for decision-support purposes. One
approach to providing microcomputer-based
decision-support tools has been to create a
microcomputer version of an equivalent mainframe
package. The disadvantage of this approachis that
the microcomputer package merely replicates the
mainframeversionandfails to take advantageof the
special features of a microcomputer. In particular,
this type of package usually does not provide the
highly interactive user interfaces available with
microcomputers. The most popular microcomputer-
based decision-support tool so far has been the
ubiquitous spreadsheet specially designed for use on
microcomputers.
However, microcomputer users are increasinglyaware of the advantages of accessing data storedon corporate files and manipulating it with moresophisticated decision-support tools. To access thecore systems environment, it is necessary to providesome form of communication link between themicrocomputers and the mainframe.(The tools andtechniquesthat can be used for achieving sucha linkare described in Chapter 4.) Microcomputer-main-frame links, as currently implemented, are oftencumbersometo use. For example, a microcomputeruser wishing to access data held in a mainframe andtransferit to his microcomputer maywell have to gothrough the following procedure:
♥Initiate the terminal emulation facility.
♥Usethe mainframe command languagetoretrievethe appropriate data.
♥Initiate a mainframe program to convert the datato a new format.
♥Transfer the retrieved file in the correct format.
♥Close down the emulationfacility.
♥Initiate the appropriate microcomputer software.
♥Instruct the microcomputer software to processthe transferredfile.
Thereis a clear need for greater integration betweenlocal microcomputers and the core systems environ-ment, but the local systems environment muststillbe able to meet the specialised local processingneeds.

10

Operational support systems
Besides office systems, other types of operational
support systemswill need to interface with the core
systems environment in order to gain access to
corporate data. Such systemsinclude factory auto-
mation systems (including flexible manufacturing
systems and computer-aided engineering facilities),
systems used in a laboratory environment, design-
office systems and executive support systems. Each
of these will require its own specialised systems
environment, but they will also need to be able to
interface with each other and with the core systems
environment.
Videotex systems
Videotex can be an effective means for providing
users with accessto a large volumeof information.
Webelieve that, in'the future, the best approachwill
be to integrate videotex with the office or business
microcomputer systems environments. Thus, users
would not need to know whethera particular menu
item invoked a videotex access or a bespoke data-access system.

INTEGRATING THE SYSTEMS ENVIRONMENTS
Several software suppliers have introducedrelational
database products that are designed to provide aflexible response to unstructured requestsfor data.Adabas from Software AG and IDMS-R from CullinetSoftware Inc. are two typical products, and IBM hasintroduced DB2as part of a dual database strategyfor combining (for decision-support purposes)itshierarchical IMS productfor core-system processingwith a relational database. These products go someway towards meeting the needsboth of core systemsand end-user computing. Nevertheless, we believethat true integration between the core and subsidiaryenvironments requires a new approach to databasesoftware and overall systems architectures.
Figure 2.3 illustrates the kind of overall architecturewe envisage. Essentially, it has three components:a mainframe database management system, a micro-computer-based database management system, anda permanentlink that joins the two.
When a microcomputer application makes a call tothe local database management system, one of twothings can happen. Either the datais presentin thelocal database and is retrieved for the user toprocess,or the request is passed onto the mainframedatabase managementsystem.In the latter case,themainframe data directory is checked to see if therequired data is presentin the mainframe database.If itis, the appropriate calls to the mainframe systemare generated automatically, and the data is retrievedand passed back through the microcomputer data-base management system to the application. Thus,
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Figure 2.3 Overall architecture for an integrated two-level
systems environment
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the mainframe database management system acts
as an extension of the microcomputer☂s own data-
base management system.
The significance of this type of architecture is that
the user has a unified view of data, regardless of
whetherit is held locally or in a remote system. In
addition, the same architecture can be used to
provide accessto the core systemsby facility in
the microcomputer that bypassesthe local database.
All the facilities would be accessed by the uservia
a commoninterface manager, which would provide
consistent, user-friendly interfaces.
At the present time, it may be possible to achieve a
reasonable level of integration between specific
systems environments, butthis will usually require the
developmentof bespoke software,or will require the
choice of equipment and software to be restricted.
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It will be some time before productsare available that
will allow any subsidiary systems environment to be
integrated fully with any core systems environment.
Before this can happen,it will be necessary for
several significant developments to take place:
♥Standard interfaces between microcomputer and

mainframe software will need to be developed.
~♥More interface manager software will need to

become commercially available.
♥Microcomputerapplications software will need to

be written, or rewritten, so that it can operate both
with the microcomputer database management
system and with the central database system.

♥Mainframe database management systems and
query languageswill have to be modified to allow
them to transfer existing files to the subsidiary
systems environments.

♥Powerful workstations, with significantly more
processing powerthan those currently available,
will be required.

Mostof these developments depend onthe definition
of acceptable international standards for intercon-
necting different types of computer systems. For the
foreseeable future, the development, and adoption,
of independent standardswill lag behind the ☁de facto☂
standards being promoted by individual suppliers.
Thus, althougha fully integrated architecture of the
type discussed above may not be achievable in the
nearfuture,it is essential that this ultimate goal be
kept in mind when decisions are made about the type
of technical infrastructure that is required in order to
provide users with access to corporate data.
Once the appropriate technical infrastructure has
been established,it is then necessary to provide the
tools and techniquesthat will be used to access the
data held in corporate databases. Many organisations
now have someform of information centre (or user-
support centre) and believe that this is the most
appropriate meansof helping users to get at the data
they require. This is a view that we endorse, and in
the next chapter we provide advice on how best to
set about establishing a user-support centre. In
Chapter 4 we review the main types of data-access
hardware and software products that are available
today and will become available in the near future.
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CHAPTER 3
ESTABLISH A USER-SUPPORT CENTRE

The increasing demandfor access to data, and the
growth of personal computing in general, highlights
the need to changetherelationship between users
and the systemsfunction and to define clearly their
respective roles and responsibilities. This topic was
discussed by the focus group participants, and a
summary of the views expressed is given in Figure
3.1. The participants stressed that users are uncertain
about whois responsible for data, documentation,
maintenance,and so forth. They believed thata clear,
unambiguous statementof the respective roles and
responsibilities is required, and that without such a
statement, the increased user demand for data
access cannotbesatisfied.
 

Figure 3.1 Focus group views on the roles and
responsibilities of the systems function andend users

☜The systems functionshould be responsiblefor
computing.☝ ea a oo :  

       
  

   

☜Irrespective of the wayin which ☁the responsi
organisations should ensure thatthe rules a
☜The growth ofend-user computing is causing theboundaribetween users☂ and the system function☂s responsibilitiesbecomeblurred.☝ / : i i

 

☜The systems function should be responsible for routine, high:volume systems and for controlling data.☝ ;
☜The systems function should control systems thatshareand be responsible for security, accuracy, recovery andtestingof those systems.☂☝ : y vee
☜The role of the systems function should evolve to become moreof a consultative role.☝ a ee

☜Users should be responsible for:
♥ Ensuring that business requirementsidentifiedas critical bytop managementare included in the systems plan. i
♥ Reviewing the viability of existing applications.
♥ Providing the justification for new systems.
♥ Operating single-user systems and office automationsystems.
♥ Managing their own data.☝☝
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Manyof the organisations wetalked with during the
research for this report were seriously questioning
whethertheir existing structures could cope with the
changingrelationship between users and the systems
function. The structure of conventional systems
functions has evolved in an environment where users
were largely passive recipients of the services
provided by the systems department. But business
users of computer systems are now demanding an
increasingly active role, and any new organisational
structure must resolve the conflicts and reduce the
resulting tensions between the systems function andthe users.

These tensions and conflicts manifest themselvesinthe generalfeeling of dissatisfaction that users often
express about the systems function. The comments
we heard included:
♥The systems departmentis inflexible, takes a long

time to respond to requests for new work, andcannot deliver what is needed. Nor can it makesimple modifications to existing systems.
♥The systems department cannot accomodate adhoc requests for data. In particular, there are toofewfacilities for accessing and analysing historicaldata (internal and external) for decision-supportpurposes.
Comments suchastheseillustrate the frustration thatmany users feel about the systems department, butthey also highlight the challenge that needs to befaced. The challengeis to create an organisationalstructure that can accomodate the apparentlyirreconcilable conflict between the waythe systemsfunction would ideally like to operate, and the waythe business requires it to operate.
One consequenceof users☂ dissatisfaction has beenthe rapid growth of personal computing. Users haveattempted to overcome thefrustrations of using theServices of the systems function by taking moreresponsibility for some of their computing activities.However, Manyinformation systems managers andline Managers are concerned that personal com-puting costs are tising too fast and areout of control.They are equally concerned that insufficient attention
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is being given to the justification of personal comput-
ing applications and that unreliable development
methods are being used.

Webelieve thatit is most important for the systems
function to provide a frameworkfor the overall control
of personal computing and user accesstodata. This
framework must be established before the third-stage
(control) of personal computing is reached, because
this is when the importance of data managementwill
finally become clear to users. The best way of
providing a controlling frameworkis to.establish a
user-support centre.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE
USER-SUPPORT CENTRE
Manylarge companies have now established some
form of user-support centre (often called an
information centre). During our research, we heard
about several such centres that had not beenentirely
successful, mainly because they werestaffed by the
wrongtype of people or becausetheir tasks and goals
were not clearly defined. It was clear from our
research that in many organisations the role and
responsibilities of such a centre werestill evolving.
Participants in our focus group meetings discussed
the changesthat are likely to occur, and their views
are summarised in Figure 3.2.
Similar trends were identified in the annual surveyof
its memberscarried out in 1984 by the Information
Centre Managers Forum (ICMF). (The ICMFis a ☁club☂
for about 100 information centre managers in the
United Kingdom.) This survey asked about the
functions performed by information centre staff in
1983 and 1984 and identified the areas where there
had been significant changes. The results of the
survey are summarised in Figure 3.3. The survey
showed that the numberof information centres con-
cerned with marketing and cost-justification issues
increased between 1983 and 1984, and (suprisingly)
that in 1984 fewer information centres were respon-
sible for data management than in 1983.
In order to establish a successful user-support centre
it is essential at the outset to state clearly whatits
role and responsibilities are. In our view, too many
user-support centres have been established without
sufficient thought having first been given to the
☁mission☂ of the centre. (The ISTAT casehistoryin the
appendix describes some of the problems that can
result from insufficient planning of the centre☂s future
role.) The ideal mission statement would define:
♥Therelationship of the user-support centre to the

rest of the organisation.
♥The tasks that the user-support centre will have

to perform in orderto fulfil its mission.
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Figure 3.2 Focus group views onthe likely changesin
the roles and responsibilities of the user-
support centre

 
 

♥Thecriteria for deciding which type of computing
work is suitable for personal computing.

The first level in the mission statement defines areas
such asthe link between the user-support centre and
the traditional systems development project teams
and the way in which the centre will market its
services to the organisation.
The second level describes (for example) how the
centre will set about providing appropriate hardware
and software products, and the types of usage-
measuring systemsthat will be developed.
 

Figure 3.3 Changesin information centre responsibilities
between 1983 and 1984
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The percentagesare the proportion of respondentsto the annual survey
of membersof the Information Centre Managers Forum whosaid thattheir
responsibilities included the particular item
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Thethird leveldetails the criteria (such as the amount
of developmenteffort, complexity of the project, level
of userparticipation, and frequency of operation) that
will be used to decide whether particular applications
should be developed by the central systems function
Or as personal computing applications.
From such a statement, a detailed operational plan
can be formulated, describing the way in which the
user-support centre will fulfil its mission. One of the
details will be concerned with the availability of data.
The use of corporate data by business users is
unlikely to be improved unless the user-support
centre☂s operational plans include provisions for:
♥Facilitating user access to data.
♥Ensuring data security.
♥Encouraging and supporting user intermediaries.
♥Providing bespoke user education andtraining.

Facilitating user access to data
The user-support centre☂s facilities should provideusers with accessto in-house corporate data and toexternal data services as well. Users will requireaccess both to ☁hard☂ data (such asthat residing inthe organisation☂s mainstream systems,and productor marketdata available from external services) andto ☁soft☂ data. Internal soft data would usually be inthe form of electronically stored text, and externalsoftdata would take the form of economic forecasts,opinions and speculation about future trends.
The user-support centre therefore needsto establishprocedures for ensuring that users know what datais available and for coordinating the waysin whichthat data is provided. The focus should be on pro-viding accessto data that will be used for personalcomputing activities, rather than onsatisfying infor-mation needsthat can best be metbythetraditionalapplications systems.
Ensuring data security and integrity
Manyorganisations are concernedthatunrestricteduser access to data could lead to unauthorisedaccess to (and useof) certain classesof restricteddata. The user-support centre must therefore estab-lish proceduresto ensurethat the organisation☂s datais secure and is accessedonly by those with authorityto do so.
In some cases, a personal computing applicationdeveloped by a business user maybecritical to thesuccess of that part of the business. Indeed, thefailure of such a system could significantly impair theefficient functioning of the whole organisation. Moreoften than not, these applications are shared byseveral user communities, which means that dataintegrity and validity are of paramount concern. The

user-support centre must insist that such develop-
ments adhereto the same standardsasthe centrally
developed systems.
The next Foundation report (Threats to Computer
Systems Security) will address the subject of data
security in detail, so we will restict ourselves here to
two general remarks based onour researchfindings:
♥Adequate data security can be provided within an

information-centre environment.
♥All data security procedures depend for their

success on the conscientiousness of the people
implementing and using them.

Encouraging and supporting user intermediaries
One organisation (Philips in Eindhoven, whose
experience is described in the appendix) had identi-
fied an ☁organisational gap☂ between its formal,
centralised user-support centres and the users them-
selves. By their nature, user-support centres are
usually centralised functions, often locatedin offices
near the organisation☂s computer centre and
therefore remote from most of the user community.
Philips (and someof the focus group participants) hadidentified a serious drawback to this arrangement:
users much prefer to have a single, local reference
point for advice and support relating to their data-access requirements. As a consequence, many userdepartmentsin Philips now havetheir own unofficial☁userintermediary☂, whois the local expert consultedby his colleagues. Usually,this role is performed bysomeone from a user departmentin addition to hisor her normalduties.
In most organisations,the role of local expert is notexplicitly recognised in the organisational structure.Philips, however, has recognised the existence of theuser intermediaries and has set about integratingthem organisationally with its overall personal com-puting strategy. The user intermediaries are invitedto informal gatherings, where they meet with otherpeople performing similar roles, to discuss newproducts, commenproblems, and the educationalneeds of their colleagues in the user departments.Philips believes that the key to unlocking thecorporate data resourceis to encourage and supportthe local user intermediaries.
Providing bespoke user education and training
The education and training requirements for businesscomputing users will vary enormously. Therequirements of an infrequent user whowill only everuse preformatted commandsfor straightforward dataretrieval will be very different from those of a userintermediary, for example. The former simply needsa comprehensive set of user procedures, preferablydescribing a menu-driven system, whilst the latterrequires more detailed information aboutvarious toolsand techniques.
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CHAPTER 3 ESTABLISH A USER-SUPPORT CENTRE

Our research shows that many organisations believe
that their user-support centre☂s most urgent task is
to educate the user community about what data is
available and to train users in how to access and use
it. The underlying belief is that user-support centres
can make a real contribution to organisational
effectiveness by encouraging users to access data
and convertit into useful. information.

There is also a need to provide basic personal
computing education for business managers atall
levels so they can judge better which systemstheir
staff should develop and the likely costs of such
developments.
Education andtraining will also be required for infor-
mation systemsstaff, particularly to help them under-
stand better the capabilities and uses of personal
computing software. Historically, some systemsstaff
have believed the systemsfunction is the custodian
of the organisation☂s information. We believe, how-
ever, that it is important to make a clear distinction
between data and information. As we pointed outin
Foundation Report No. 40 (Presenting Information to
Managers), the information content of particular data
depends on the context in whichit is received and
the background and experience of the person receiv-
ing it. Often, systems staff are not in a position to
know what information is important and how it can
be used effectively by the business. The role of the
systems function is to provide business users with
easy accessto data that they will convert to infor-
mation in the context of their particular business
environments.

Education and training, both of users and systems
staff, therefore require a long-term approach because
it is necessary to change fundamental attitudes and
preconceptions about the ways in which computer
systems are used.

ESTABLISHING A SUCCESSFUL
USER-SUPPORT CENTRE
Some user-support centres have not been particu-
larly successful. In one organisation, for example, the
user-support centre had effectively been rendered
impotent by certain policy decisions:
♥Thebusinessunits☂ information systems budgets

provided only for traditional core systems develop-
ment and enhancements,and the performanceof
the local data processing managers was to be
measuredstrictly against these budgets.

♥Noprocessingfacilities were to be given to the
user-support centre until it could identify a known
demand that could be translated into a specific
machine size and operating environment.

♥Noapplication developmenttools were to be used.
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♥Staff allocated to the user-support centre were
employed by the systems development depart-
ment, and they were switched to conventional
applications workif priorities were changed.

Our research suggeststhat there are twoareasthat
are critical to the success of a user-support centre.
The first concerns the way in which the new centre
is introduced, and the second concerns the way in
which it charges for its services.

Selecting the initial application
Once a manager has been selected and appointed
and a clear ☁mission☂ and reporting lines have been
agreed, it is important that the new user-support
centre quickly establishes its credibility. This can best
be achieved by selecting a high-profile application
that will be used to demonstrate the capabilities of
the new centre. The application should be:
♥Clearly defined, but not too complex.
♥|mportant in the eyes of top management.
♥Able to be solved by an ordinary end-user product.
♥Shown to have measurable benefits.
ideally, the initial application should also possess the
following characteristics:
♥The requirement should be stable.
♥More than one person in the user department

should use the application.
♥lt should not replace an existing computer system.
♥Ilt should be used frequently.
♥lt should require access to a limited amount of

data.
♥It should be sufficiently important for other user

departments to want to useit.

During the implementation of the initial application,
the staff of the user-support centre should be trained
and the users should be involved in awareness
seminars, and thelike. At the end oftheinitial project,
a management presentation should summarise the
experience and the costs and benefits of the exercise.
If the project has been usedasa pilottrial, plans for
developing a full-scale user-support centre should be
proposed, and authority to proceed should be sought.

Charging for user-support services
A successful user-support centre can be expensive
to run and will require a substantialinitial investment
in people, hardware, and software. We believe that
the centre should not be a free service, but that the
initial users should not be expectedto payfor all of
the start-up costs. The mechanism for recovering the
costs of the user-support centre will vary from
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CHAPTER 3 ESTABLISH A USER-SUPPORT CENTRE

organisation to organisation, but we recommend as
a generalrule that users should payforthe facilities
they use. Some organisations base their charging
structure ona fixed fee per terminal; others use disc
space required as the basic unit of cost; one
organisation we met charged anarbitrary percentage
of the users☂ current external timesharing rate.
Our research showedthat the most successful user-support centres use simple, easy-to-understandcharging formulaethat minimise the chanceofusersreceiving an unexpectedly largebill. The elements ofsuch a formula would typically include:
♥Fixed charges for training courses.
♥Fixedrental or purchase charges for any hardwareand software supplied by the centre (including

telecommunications facilities).
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♥Variable charges for the use of the centre☂s
computing resource. The scale of charges should
relate to the amount of resource used.

All other costs should be considered as overheads
and recovered in the above charges.

The recharging mechanism should be designed to
make users aware of the cost of the computing
resources they are using, butit should not discourage
them from using the centre☂s facilities. This may
meanthat the costs of running the centre duringits
first few months of operation may have to be
subsidised by the information systems function.
Nevertheless, webelieve that the user-support centre
should aim to break even after about one year.
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CHAPTER 4
SELECT THE DATA-ACCESS TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES

Part of our research effort was directed at inves-
tigating the suitability of current tools and techniques
for meeting the data-access requirements of users.
The general view of Foundation members wasthat
there are still substantial technicaldifficulties to be
overcome before user access to data can become
the norm. Most of the technical difficulties are
associated with ☁building bridges☂ between old and
new technology. A summary of the views expressed
at the focus group meetings is shownin Figure 4.1.
One organisation (Digital Equipment in the United
States) presented us with a very different view. This
computer supplier told us that, where extensive net-
working and a commonsystemsenvironmentexists,
there are no longer any major technical constraints
to providing users with access to corporate data.
According to Digital, the main difficulties are con-
cerned with education and training, and these
difficulties will be resolved in an evolutionary way.
Wealso believe that the required technology exists
now,and thatit is available in products. Unfortunately,
its effective deploymentis inhibited because some
of the best products are not compatible with each
other or with existing data management systems
(including file handlers). Suppliers are moving rapidly
to fill these gaps by extending their products so they
can be used with additional systems environments.
 

Figure 4.1 Focus group views on current data-access
tools and techniques
     ee[2to bi

There is a steady stream of new products,particularly
for microcomputer-mainframelinks, where we found
references to more than 400 products. A detailed
evaluation ofall of the productsis clearly beyond the
scope of this report. Instead, we provide general
guidelines for selecting products, and we predict the
wayin whichthey arelikely to evolve during the next
three to five years. The views of the focus group
participants on thelikely future developmentsin data-
access tools and techniques are summarised in
Figure 4.2. In our view,future developments will focus
on reducing the complexity of the interaction between
users and the systems they are accessing.

The data-access facilities that are required can be
divided into six types, but some productswill provide
several types of facility. The six types are:
♥Datadictionaries, which contain details about the

data that can be accessed.
♥Database products (software and hardware).
♥Data-retrieval products.
♥Microcomputer-mainframelinks.
♥System-linkage products.
♥User-interface techniques.
 

Figure 4.2 Focus group viewsonthe likely developments
in tools and techniques for making data
available to users  
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DATA DICTIONARIES
From our research, it is clear that users are now
demanding that the systems function should provide
facilities that help them find out whatdata is available,
how it can be accessed, and whattools are available
for processing it and combining it with other data. To
answerthese questions, some form of data dictionary
is required.

The use of data dictionaries has been advocated for
many years. The dictionaries that have been con-
structed have been used primarily as an aid to the
system development and implementation processes
and not as a practical tool that enables usersto locate
and accessthe data they require. Our investigations
suggestthat the principal reasonfor data dictionaries
not being usedto their full potential has been a reluc-
tance to allocate scarce manpowerto an area that
will not produce immediately visible benefits.
Webelieve the data-access demands being gener-
ated by the growth in personal computing (and in
office automation) now make a comprehensive data
dictionary essential. In particular, we believe that a
centrally organised repository of ☁data about data☂
(often known as metadata) reduces boththe effortrequired for data managementandtheincidenceof
errors in describing data.
Current data dictionary systems are. complexto use,however, and are not suitable for use by non-specialists. They can also require substantialcomputing resources, particularly if some form ofassociative retrieval is to be carried out, which meansthat their response times are often too long toencourage routine use. Also, the metadatafacilitiesthey can provide are limited. For example, existingproducts are unable to answer key questions, suchas whetherthe data in twodifferentfiles is based oncomparable definitions or has the sameprecision andtimeliness.
Many of the commercially available data dictionaryproducts are substantial systems in their own right.The selection of an appropriate data dictionaryproductis a crucial issue, and the choice must bebased on the requirements of the individual organ-isation. Selecting an inappropriate data dictionarysystem can prove to be a costly mistake because ofthe data administration and system developmenteffort that will have been wasted before it isabandoned.
Werevieweda newtype of framework (knownas theenvironmentally dependentframework)for selectinga data dictionary system. (This framework wasdescribed by B K Kahn in ☁MIS Quarterly☂ inSeptember 1985.) In our view, the framework over-comes the shortcomings of a conventional feature-
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by-feature comparisonof alternative data dictionary
products because it takes account of the organ-
isation☂s requirements and systems environment.
However, before taking accountof the organisation's
environment,the frameworkfirst considers a check-
list of basic data dictionaryfacilities, and whether the
alternative products provide these facilities. The
checklist of facilities is shown in Figure 4.3.

The environmentally dependent framework relates
the choice of a data dictionary system to the
organisation☂s data administration and data manage-
ment objectives by considering two factors:
♥The requirements for the operational control of

data, including system maintenance and documen-
tation, systems and programming standards, data
integrity and data security, and systems design
and analysis methods.

♥Thepresentstatus of the organisation☂s database
management systems, which may range from no
systems in use, through a single database
management system, to multiple systems.

 

Figure 4.3 Checklist of basic data dictionary facilitiesconsidered by the environmentally dependentframework  The Butler Cox Foundation© Reproduction by any method is strictly prohibited
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The frameworkallows eachshortlisted data dictionary
product to be evaluated in the context of each of
these aspects.

DATABASE PRODUCTS
Database products can take the form of special-
purpose hardware and software systems. The most
obvious examples of software products are the
various commercially available database manage-
ment systems. Hardware products, which usually
have their own specialised software, include data-
base machines and content-addressable file stores.
Software products
Mostlarge organisations have, for the past few years,
based their central core applications systems on
☁first-generation☂ database management systems ♥
that is, systems basedonhierarchical or network data
structures wherethe relationships between different
data elements have to be predefined. Webelieve that
the growing demand byusers for ad hoc access to
corporate data means that an organisation☂s data-
base policy should be based onrelational database
management systems. Relational systems, by their
very nature, are more suitable for handling the
unstructured ad hoc accessesthat users will require.

The implication is that plans should be madeeither
to change the core systems☂ databases from
hierarchical to relational, or to build links between the
existing hierarchical databases and the relational
databases that will be accessed by users.

For most organisations, the formerwill be a long-term
goal and the latter will be a short-term expedient.

Hardware products
One problem with any mainframe-based database
managementsystem is that it can impose substantial
processing overheads.As a result, various types of
specialised hardware have been developed over the
past few years to help ease the problems of main-
taining and providing accessto large databases. The
two mostsignificant developments have been the
emergenceof dedicated database machines and the
content-addressable file store (CAFS) product avail-
able from ICL.
Database machines
A database machine is dedicated to the task of
database management. The database management
software resides in the dedicated hardware, and
relieves the host computer of the processing-
intensive activities normally associated with
maintaining and accessing a database.
In the United States, the two leading suppliers of
database machines are Britton-Lee and Teradata
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Corporation. Britton-Lee has been supplying database
machines since the late 1970s, and Sperry is now
offering a Britton-Lee system on an oem basis to
provide its large 1100-series models with a relational
database capability. Britton-Lee☂s machines rangein
price from $57,000 to $155,000 (although the Sperry
version costs $250,000).

In the United States, there is a Britton-Lee user group
with about 450 members. One of them has reported
that a Britton-Lee IDB(intelligent database machine)
500 was used to bring together three databases,all
in different formats. The alternative would have been
to use database software packages that would have
required a large host computer. The $395,000 cost
of the IDB 500 wasjustified because it would have
cost $200,000 moreto install the VAX 780 that the
software packages would have required.In reality,
though, a VAX 780 would have been inadequate for
what has been achieved with the IDB 500; this
companybelieves that an IBM 3084 would have been
required to do the samejob.

Inco, a software system house basedin Virginia, is
both a user and an oem supplier of Britton-Lee
machines. It has developed its own front end, which
it calls SQL/Universe. This product provides full SQL
capability and can operate with IBM and North Star
microcomputers, Prime and DEC-PDP 11/70 mini-
computers, and the IBM 4300 series operating under
VMI/CMS.
After many years of beta-site testing, Teradata is now
actively marketingits product. The smallest Teradata
system, with six processors and four discs (each with
474M bytesof storage), costs $320,000. At the other
end of the scale, Teradata has demonstrated what
it déscribes as ☜the largest parallel-processing
computer commercially available to the business data
processing industry☂☂. This database machine has 60
parallel processors working against a multi-million-
record database. Teradata claims that the system has
the equivalent processing capacity of IBM☂s 3084Q,
which costs approximately $6.2 million (including
storage). The comparable Teradata price is $1.7
million.

By the middle of 1985, seven large organisations in
the United States were using Teradata systems,
although all of them were at early stages of
implementation.At that time, Teradata had software
interfaces to IBM☂s MVS, VM, and CICS environ-
ments. One of the users (Citibank) was considering
interfacing the Teradata system to IBM☂s TPF/11
software. (TPF/11 is an extended, enhanced version
of IBM☂s Airline Control Program, used asthe basis
for the IPARS seat reservation system; it is designed
to handle muchhighertransaction loads than those
typically found with CICS systems.)
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Until now, database machines have not achieved themarket penetration that manyindustry observers hadexpected. Webelieve that the increasing demand foraccessto corporate data will mean that many moreorganisationswill install these machines to preventtheir mainframe systemsfrom being overwhelmed byuser-generated processing demands.
The content-addressablefile store (CAFS)The conceptualorigin of ICL☂s content-addressablefile store (CAFS) goes backto the early 1960s. Theconventional way of randomly searchinglarge filesof data has beento constructindexesto the data.There are two drawbacksto this approach: in extremecases, the absurd situation can arise where theindexes occupy several times as muchdisc spaceas the data to which they refer: and it is neverpossible to guarantee that the indexeswill cover allpossible search combinations. CAFS overcomesthese drawbacksbyeliminating the need for indexes;instead it searchesall the data, matching its contentsagainst the search keys provided.
The first prototype CAFS machines werebuilt in theearly 1970s. The early versions of CAFS searcheddata on specially adapted disc drives that had multipleread heads and amplifiers. This feature has oftenbeen mistakenly seen as an essential characteristicof CAFS. The multiple read heads were adoptedpurely as a meansof increasingthe data transfer rateto matchthat of the CAFS searching and evaluationmechanisms.
During the late 1970s, various commercialtrials tookplace to confirm the marketpotential of the product.The most significant trial involved a telephonedirectory enquiry service, where records of about7,000,000 subscribers were stored on the system.Throughoutthetrial, the observed average responsetime was 1.7 seconds. The telephone directoryOperators also foundthat the system was much moreenjoyable and satisfying to use than the previouspaper-based system.
The first commercial version ♥ CAFS 800 ♥ wasannouncedin 1979. However, at £250,000 each, thismachine wasan expensive piece of equipment. Sincethen, ICL has progressively incorporated CAFSintoits mainstream productline, and the price has fallensubstantially. It is now automatically associated withstandardfile and databasestructures andis availableas part of the standard hardware for ICL☂s 2966 familyof systems.
The CAFS-ISP product was launchedin April 1982,and by June 1985the five-hundredth order for thisproduct wasreceived. Furthermore, CAFS-ISP is nowan automatic and integral constituent of ICL☂s latestSeries 39 systems. CAFSisfitted as standard to thefirst controller on any Series 39 configuration and isoptional on secondcontrollers.
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In 1985, the ICL Computer Users Association
prepared a report, ☁CAFS in Action☂, which included
seven casehistories describing the early experiences
of using CAFS.The overall lessons to emerge from
these experiences were:
♥CAFShas an important role to play in providing

end-userfacilities.
♥The demand for CAFS-based end-user services

has usually exceeded expectations.
♥CAFShasincreased productivity, both by reducing

the amountof development effort required and by
making new kinds of analysis possible.

Typical CAFS applications reported in the casehistories included:
♥Aviewdata system installed in a public library that

allows the public to interrogate the library'scatalogues.
♥TheInland Revenue☂s name and address tracingsystem, which involves searching 63 milliontaxpayers☂ records.
CAFS would appearto be an ideal product for thoseorganisations seeking to provide users withefficientaccessto corporate datafiles. It is surprising thatithas taken so long for CAFS to become establishedas a viable commercial product and that no othermajor computer supplier has followed ICL☂s lead bybuilding similar products.

DATA-RETRIEVAL PRODUCTS
From the users☂ pointof view,the ideal data-retrievalproduct would provide a consistent interfaceregardless of whether the file or database beingaccessed wasstored on an in-house computeror onan external commercial service.
In reality, however, each database Managementsystem hasits own bespoke command language anddialogue. The scale of the problem can be gaugedfrom the vast number of commercial online data-basesthat are now available. One directory lists 2,764databasesoffered by 414 different services. The onlyarea in whichanyreal Progress hasso far been madeis in automating the log-on procedures required togain access to a variety of databases.
In Europe, the European Commission has been activeIn trying to define standards for a Common ControlLanguage. Although proposals for a Powerful lan-guage were made, no Progress has been made indeveloping products that use these standards. Morerecently, the Commission has sponsoreda study, car-ried out by Butler Cox, that investigated the potentialfor applying artificialintelligence techniquestoinfor-mation retrieval. Our overall conclusion wasthatthis
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field is still at a very early stage of development and
that it will be several years before products based
on artificial intelligencewill be available to allow users
to access a wide range of databases through a con-
sistent interface.
Nevertheless, a variety of products are commercially
available to provide a user-friendly interface for users
wishing to access corporate databases. Probably the
best-known product is Intellect, developed in the
United States by Artificial Intelligence Corporation,
and available in Europe throughIntellect Software
International Limited. Intellect has been designed to
provide a user-friendly, natural-English interface to
mainframe databases. It ☁also provides statistical,
graphical, and modelling facilities for manipulating the
retrieved data.
Intellect can handle verbose or terse queries, poor
grammar and poor punctuation, it does not require
any special commands,codesor characters, and it
can clarify the ambiguity typically found in a user☂s
request. The product works by maintaining for each
database a knowledgebasecalled a ☁lexicon☂, which
essentially is a specialised data dictionary. The
lexicon defines the form of the data, how it is known
in the database, and the words, phrases and con-
cepts that the user would like to use in referring to
the data.
Intellect can also learn from the user. It has a feature
called ☁English definition☂ that allows users in the
course of a query session to define new meanings
for terms or elements that are already known to the
system.
At present, Intellect is available for IBM (and
compatible) mainframes running under the MVS/VM
and DOSoperating systems, with TSO, CMS,CICS,
and Complete TP monitors. It can be used with Focus,
IDMS, VSAM, SQL/DS, Adabas andotherfile types.
Versions for DEC VAX and Wang minicomputers and
for the IBM PC will be available during 1986.
Despite the successof products such asIntellect, we
believe there is a considerable amount of workstill
to be done on defining the requirements for natural-
language (andother user-friendly) interfaces before
a general-purpose product can be produced.

MICROCOMPUTER-MAINFRAMELINKS
Systems departments are coming under increasing
pressure to establishlinks between microcomputers
and the corporate mainframes, so that micro-
computer users may have access to the data in the
mainstream files. The proliferation of products
claiming to provide such links and the confusing
variety of approachesthat can be adopted have, we
believe, led many organisations into hasty purchases.
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Most of the products we heard about worked well in
specific environments. The major problem we

- encountered wasthat users had either overestimated
the products☂ capabilities or expected them to work
in situations for which they were not designed.
Our research showsthat the principle of caveat
emptor(let the buyer beware) applies particularly to
the purchase of microcomputer-mainframelinks. In
particular, we found that:
♥The marketing literature for a particular product

often makes extravagant claims about the
interconnection problems that can be solved by the
product. It can be verydifficult to determineif the
product is genuinely compatible with your
particular requirement.

♥User experience shows that microcomputer-
mainframe links work best when the software at
both, ends of the link is provided by the same
vendor.

♥Thestandard of documentationis often very poor,
and this makesit difficult to track downerrors or
to find the best procedurefor a particular situation.

Ideally, organisations that do not have experience of
implementing this type of link, and that do not wish
to be pioneers, should wait for market forces to
isolate the viable approaches. Unfortunately, this is
not an option for most Foundation members, so we
now describe some of the features, as well as the
advantages and disadvantages, of each ofthe five
approaches to providing telecommunications links
between microcomputers and mainframes:
♥Terminal emulation in the microcomputer.
♥Protocol converters.
♥Local area networks with a gateway to the

mainframe system.
♥Incorporating microcomputers into an advanced

network architecture.
♥Public network services.
These approachesare not entirely independent: for
example, protocol converters are a supplement to
asynchronous emulation, not an alternative. Also,
public services(in the form of value added networks)
require terminal emulation facilities.
Terminal emulation
Terminal emulation is usually achieved by enhancing
the microcomputer with an interface board and
appropriate software so that it can emulate a dumb
terminal such as an IBM 3278 or a DEC VT100. The
microcomputer can then take the place of a terminal
in the network.
Almostany type of terminal can be emulated, but two
cases are particularly common ♥ emulation of an
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asynchronousterminalthat has a V.24 (RS232)inter-
face and emulation of a synchronousterminal that
has a high-speed coaxial cable interface. Each of
these cases presents a different balance of advan-tages and disadvantages.
Asynchronous emulation
Asynchronous emulation is the obvious (and usually
the best) method where the host computeris normally
accessed via asynchronousterminals. A microcom-
puter emulating an asynchronous terminal may beconnected direct to the host, or via a switchingfacility, or via a suitable local area network.
Direct connection is rarely appropriate becauseitpermanently occupies a host port, even though themicrocomputer's need to accessthe hostis likely tobe intermittent. Connection via a switchingfacility isappropriate in the following situations:
♥Where a microcomputer is used mainly as astandalone device, but the user requires

occasional access to mainframe data.
♥Where the microcomputer user requires basicterminal facilities at the lowest possible cost.
♥Where

a

single terminal requires accessto severaldifferent manufacturers☂ mainframe systems.
Synchronous emulation
In an IBM environment, synchronousterminal devices
(screens and printers) are usually connected to themainframe via 3274 or 3276 cluster controllers,
typically with between 8 and 32 devices per con-troller. (Similar arrangements occur in some other
manufacturers☂ environments.) Interface boards arenow available to allow a microcomputer to connectto a cluster controller, and thence to the mainframe.
In IBM terminology, the add-on communicationsadaptor must allow the microcomputer to emulate a3178 or 3278/79 terminal. One of the most commonlyused adaptorsis the Irma Board (for the IBM PC),supplied by Digital Communications, Inc. Morerecently, interface boards have becomeavailable toallow a microcomputer to connect to multiplesessions on the host computer through a singlecluster controller. Each session can be accessedviaa separate ☁window☂ on the microcomputer. (Theboard mayalso provide other windowsfor the micro-
computer's own applications.)
Thetypical cost of an interface board andits asso-ciated software ranges from $1,000 to $1,500. Addi-tional software is usually available for transferringfiles between the mainframe and the microcomputervia the cluster controller. Without a properly designedfile-transfer mechanism (and we know of no suchmechanism for 3270-emulation products) transferringfiles consumes considerable amounts of the host☂s
computing power.
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Emulating a synchronousterminal that has a coaxial
cable interface has several practical advantages:
♥Thelink operates at high speed.
♥The networking arrangements do not need to be

changed.
♥Products are available from mainframe suppliers.
This approach is expensive, however, and it does
have some considerable disadvantages from the
overall systems architecture point of view:
♥Switchingfacilities are limited to those provided

by the mainframe and network processors.
♥The microcomputer cannot easily access hosts

that are not compatible with the terminal being
emulated,even if such hosts are connectedto the
network.

♥Interactive terminal protocols are unsuitable for file
transfer, and some suppliers☂ network architec-
tures are tooinflexible to allow file-transfer and file-
access protocols to coexist.

Weconclude, therefore, that although synchronousemulation of a terminal that has a coaxial cableinterface may have a temporary role to play, organi-sations should plan to migrate to a more architectur-ally sound position based on advanced network archi-
tectures (see page 23).
Protocol converters
A protocol converteris a ☁black box☂ thatsits betweena computer system and a terminal and allows themto communicate, with each usingits native protocol.Suchdevices (the Tempus-Link product, for example)have recently becomeavailable for microcomputer-mainframelinks.
Protocol converters comprise two communicationsinterfaces linked by a data buffer and processingpowerfor carrying out the conversion. Data from onesystem, usually a mainframe with a synchronousprotocol, is received by the protocol converter, withthe converter handling the polling requests from themainframe. The data is stored in the buffer inpreparation for onward transmission to the secondsystem. Using a buffer not only allows data to bestored during the polling sequence but also allowsdifferent line speeds to be used on each side of theconverter.
Protocol converters typically cost about $500(compared with $1,500 a few years ago). They area cost-effective approach to microcomputer-main-framelinksif there is an existing large investment inmicrocomputers that now need to be linked to thecorporate mainframes.
The most obvious disadvantage of protocolconverters is that they are not suitable for handling
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large volumesof data. The problem arises because,
typically, the mainframe transmission speed is
reduced from 9600 bit/s to 1200 bit/s to avoid
overloading the converter. As a result, the trans-
mission of large volumesof data can increase con-
siderably the response times at the microcomputer.

Protocol converters may also cause problems with
system security because they usually do not inform
the mainframeif a user is disconnected without going
through the standard log-off procedure. The next user
may then be connected to the uncompleted main-
frame session. :
Problems canalso arise because protocol converters
do not take accountof the differences in keyboards
or screensizes of the various devices that may be
connected to the converter. These particular prob-
lems can be overcome, however, and most of the
organisations we talked with solved them by
employing manual procedures at the microcomputer
end of the link.

Local area networks and gateways
The third approach to providing microcomputer-
mainframelinks is to add a gatewayto a local area
network that supports several microcomputers.
Gatewaystranslate one network protocolto another,
thereby overcoming the problems of hardware and
software incompatibility. They usually work by
emulating a cluster controller.
The most obvious example of a network gatewayis
the SNA gateway, which has been developed
becauseof the pressing need ofusers to interconnect
their IBM equipment with other vendors☂ hardware.
The most commontype of SNA gateway allows a
local area network to connect via SNAlinks to IBM
mainframes. Microcomputer users are then able to
access mainframe applications, data, and peripherals
at lower cost than with other typesof links because
no additional hardware is required in the PC. The
costs of the gateway, andits benefits, are shared by
all the microcomputers connectedto the local area
network.

The obvious advantages of building microcomputer-
mainframelinks via a local area network are:
♥Only one connection to the hostis required, and

no additional hardware is required for each
microcomputer.

♥Each local area network may have several
gateways providing access to several hosts and
networks.

♥Fewerports will be required at the host computer.
♥Noadditional cable is required in orderto increase

the level of connectivity.
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Sometimes, a microcomputer-based local area net-
work can provide substantial savings comparedto the
cost of terminal clusters. Nowthat IBM hasgivenits
☁seal of approval☂ to local area networks by announ-
cing its own strategic product (the token ring), we
expect to seea rapid growth in the availability and
use of local area network software and applications.

Incorporating microcomputers into an advanced
network architecture
In the past, only larger computers (minicomputers
and upwards) could participate fully in network
architectures such as SNA and DECnet. Terminals
were supported by using small subsets of the full
network functions, or by methods outside the
architecture, which meant that terminals were
regarded merely as adjuncts of the central computer.
The increasing power and storage available with
today☂s microcomputers now make it possible to
devote substantial microcomputer resources to the
provision of networking functions. Thus, personal
computers can now operate as full nodes in a
network.

As a consequence, the major computersuppliers are
incorporating large parts of their network archi-
tectures in personal computers. IBM, for example,
has been obliged to rethink some of the fundamental
concepts of SNA. Recent developments, such as
PU2.1/LU6.2 and the APPC (advanced program-to-
program communications) product announced in
conjunction with the token ring local area network,
have effectively created a new version of SNA. These
developments provide peer-to-peer working, inter-
program communication, and a layered architecture
free of the ☁device dependencies☂ that IBM now
admits were included in previous versions of SNA.
The new version of SNA can be used to build very
small neworks, even networks that do not require a
mainframe at the centre.
The implementation of an advanced network
architecture that incorporates microcomputers and
mainframes will provide several advantages:
♥Support for concurrent communications between

a microcomputer and several other machines.
♥The ability to use a single microcomputer-

mainframe connection for a mixture of interactive,
file access, file transfer, and mailing functions.

♥Support for the management of distributed pro-
cessing.

Moreover, these advantages do not depend upon the
use of a particular means of interconnecting the
various computing devices found in an office environ-
ment(although local area networks provide a better
basis for such interconnections than any kind of
circuit switching).
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An advanced network architecture bypasses many
of the problems encountered with emulation and
protocol converters because such an architecture
has been designed for intermachine communications.
All other approaches to microcomputer-mainframe
links are attempts to use terminal-support protocols
for purposes for which they were neverintended.
Webelieve, therefore, that the use of an advanced
network architecture is the best long-term solution
to providing microcomputer-mainframelinks. Unfortu-nately, there is, at present, an acute shortage of
products, and some important aspects of the archi-
tectures are not yet defined. For example:
♥OSIis fully defined only up to the transportlevel.
♥SNAis morefully defined, althoughit still lacks a

standard file-transfer protocol. APPC is not
expected to be implemented for some machinesuntil the end of the 1980s. However, it will be
available for other machines in 1986, notably forthe IBM PC.

Organisations must, therefore, either adopt aproprietary architecture (DECnetor XNS,perhaps) orcontent themselves with stopgap solutions until OSIand/or SNAis stable and available in products.
Public network services
Someorganisations in the United States choose touse the protocol conversion services of third-partynetwork operators (such as Tymnet) in order toprovide microcomputer-mainframelinks. In Europe,the PTTs (and value added network operators in theUnited Kingdom)will increasingly be offering this typeof network service.
Using a third-party network service for micro-computer-mainframe links can have drawbackssimilar to those weidentified for protocol converters.In particular, they can cause transmission delays,especially for large volumesof data. Thereis also theuncertainty about access and performance when apublic networkis used.

SYSTEM-LINKAGE PRODUCTS
All of the approaches to microcomputer-mainframelinks described above provide only the basictelecommunicationslink between the microcomputerand mainframe. They do not provide any form ofsystemsintegration between the two endsofthelink.Several commercial products are ☁available tomanagethe interconnection of the systems at eachend of the link. These products usually only providecontrolled accesstofiles in a timesharing, rather thana transaction-processing, environment. They mayalso incorporate directories and provide conversionfrom mainframe formats to those used by the
microcomputer☂s programs.
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Ideally, organisations would provide this type of
systemslinkage by adopting an integrated two-level
systems architecture of the type we described in
Chapter 2. However, it will be some time before
commercially available products provide all of the
features that are required to enable such an archi-
tecture to be built. In the meantime, several organ-
isations have built their own software to allow a
microcomputer or workstation user to gain access
to several different mainframe (or remote) services
through a commonuserinterface.
ICI, for example, has developed its own product,
Conductor, which provides a standard menu
framework that can be used to accessa variety of
applications and utilities. (Conductor was described
in some detail in Foundation Report No. 43.) Philips
in the Netherlands has also developed its own
interface, as described in the case history in the
appendix to this report. During our research, we also
heard about a similar product (Host Interface
Manager ♥ HIM) developedin the United Kingdom
by IMI Computing Limited.
HIM enables an IBM PC userto gain access both toPC and to mainframe applications. The user selectsthe required application from a simple menu, and HIMtheneitherinitiates the relevant PC program or auto-matically sets up the appropriate connection betweenthe PC and the mainframe. The useris thereforerelieved of the tedious task of logging on to themainframe system andinitiating the required appli-cation.

USER-INTERFACE TECHNIQUES
The most obvious changein the user interface duringthe past few years has been the development ofwindow-display techniques, accompanied by the useof icons, mouse and pointer. These techniques werepioneered by Xerox andatfirst were available onlywith very expensive equipment. They are now findingtheir way into many organisations through inexpen-sive personal computers such as the Apple Macin-tosh, and through microcomputer software productssuch as Gem from Digital Research and MS Windowsfrom Microsoft. Indeed, the dayis fast approachingwhenall business microcomputerswill provide thesetypes of user interface, but only for programsresidentin the PC, notfor those residentin other computers.
Despite the lack of enthusiasm of Many systemsstafffor these new forms of user interface, we believe theyare very significant developments.In particular, theywill appeal to business users of microcomputers ♥people who are not computer specialists, but whowantto use a personal computer or workstation asa support tool on an ad hocbasis.This type of userwill demand to use the same type ofinterfaceforallof their computing work, including access to cor-porate or external databases.
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The user, of man-machine interface (MMI), iscurrently receiving a great deal of attention from theresearch community. Muchofthis research effort hasbeen in response to the Japanese Fifth Generation=
project, part of which is aimed at improving theinteraction between people and computers. Although
this research is not aimed specifically at.makingit
easier for users to gain accessto corporate data and
external data sources, any progress is boundto help
in these areas. We therefore review briefly the
direction of one of the research efforts.

In the United Kingdom, the Alvey MMI programme
is now under way.The Alvey Programmeis a govern-
ment-sponsored research and developmentactivity
aimed at developing new information technology
products and techniques.
The Alvey MMI programme covers user-interface
design, human factors,input-output devices, pattern
analysis, and intelligent front ends. The work on
intelligent front ends is aimed at solving two problems,
the importance of which is endorsed by our own work.
These problemsare:

♥The wide differences in hardware, operating
software, query facilities, and data definitions that
exist in the various databases and services avail-
able to users. Ideally, users would like to have a
single view ofall the facilities, and this view should
be clear, consistent, and easy to understand.

♥The wide differences that individuals in different
departments, or who perform different roles, have
in their perceptions about data.

The differences can be accommodatedby providing
user-specific interfaces, but to do this usually requires
complex programming and may require the user to
learn unfamiliar techniques. Clearly, there is a need
for a general-purpose solution that does not require
bespoke programming.
Intelligent front ends are intended to solve the
problemsby using stored ☁knowledge☂ about the users
and about the databases and services. The front end
wouldinterpret the user☂s input, select the required
facilities, and then control them on behalf of the user.
Artificial intelligence techniques will be used to
encode and use the required ☁knowledge☂, and the
Alvey research is investigating how this can be
achieved.

Intelligent front ends are expected to be ableto inter-
act with users in a variety of modes, including text,
pictures, and speech. Ultimately, they should be able
to ☁listen☂, negotiate, criticise, argue, and explain, as
well as respond to requests for data.

At the end of 1984, Dr David Probert of British
Telecom, the industrial coordinator for Alvey☂s
intelligent front-end research, described the overall
timescale for the development of several ☁waves☂ of
intelligent front ends. Accordingto this timescale, no
really useful products will be available until 1990, and
the most advanced products will not be available until
after 1995. Users must therefore plan to solvetheir
immediate data-access and manipulation problems
without relying.on the availability of the imaginative
products that may be developed as a result of the
Alvey Programme.
 

REPORT CONCLUSION
Our research proved that most Foundation members
are aware of the growing demand for access to
corporate data. They wish to meet this demand, but
are seriously constrained by thelimitations of their
current operating software (including database
management systems), development tools, query
languages, and networkfacilities.

Our analysis has shownthat a complete solution to
the data-access problem will require the definition of
new systems environments based on significantly
extended systems infrastructure. Many existing
applications will have to be transferred to one of the
new environments, or redeveloped completely. In
addition, effective user-support (or information)
centres will have to be created, and changeswill have
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to be made to the wayin which data is managed. We
believe that the methodology described herewill help
membersas they plan the appropriate technical and
organisational infrastructures that are required to
provide access to the corporate data resource.

We have described the data-access tools and
techniquesthat are available as products today, and
we have indicated how thesearelikely to develop in
the future. As long as the right technical and organ-
isational infrastructures have been established from
the outset, members should be able to provide their
managers and professionals with greatly enhanced
accessto data, and they should be ableto exploit the
new data manipulation tools as they becomeavail-
able.
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APPENDIX
CASE HISTORIES

The six case histories reported in this appendix have
been chosen toillustrate the different approaches
adopted by a rangeof organisations, both in Europe
and the United States. Each oneillustrates one
aspect of making data available to users.

In gathering the information for these case histories,
we used a standard questionnaire that was designed
to explore the following areas:
♥The growing demand for data.
♥The most important requirements for personal

computing.
♥The main benefits to be gained by planning stra-

tegically for personal computing.
♥The best mechanisms for developing and imple-

menting personal computing.
♥Examples and features of decision-support and

executive-support systems.
♥The requirementsfor future systems environments.
♥Thepotential problemsinherentin a data design

exercise.
♥Thecapabilities of current database management

systems.
♥The main functions of a personal computing

facility.
♥The roles and responsibilities of the systems

function and of users.
♥The ways in which data access should be

improved.
♥Data-access managementissues.
♥The developments in personal computing most

likely to take place by 1990.

In preparing the case histories, we have focused onthe range of data-access options available toorganisations, and we have noted the important
messages emerging from each organisation☂s
experience. Comments about the impact that user
accessto data has had on organisational structures
have been included in the majority of the cases.
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All the Foundation members we met with were
concerned about the best wayof providing users with
access to corporate data. In fact, there was a
remarkable degree of uniformity in the concerns
expressed. However, there were significant differ-
ences in the ways in which organisations have
attempted to overcome these concerns. These
differences arise mainly from the different contexts
in which Foundation members are operating and from
their different organisational structures and
managementattitudes. These attitudes are influenced
strongly by an organisation☂s experience of using
information technology.
The case histories indicate that organisations areextending their range of systems environments toincorporate increased userparticipation so that userscan more readily access the data they require. Therole of the systemsfunctioninthis situation is twofold:to provide supportfor all the systems environments(through consultancy,training, etc.) and to build theinfrastructure in which end-user developments cantake place (for example, by providing tools anddeveloping standards and policies for datamanagement).

AVON PRODUCTSINC.
Avon is a diversified company involved in themanufacture and distribution of cosmetics, toiletries,health-care products, speciality chemicals,jewellery,and clothing. The AvonDivision is the world☂s largestdirect-selling business, with approximately 400,000representatives in the United States and more than900,000 international representatives. Net sales in1984 were $3.1 billion.
End-user computing environment
Visitors to Avon☂s offices in Rye, New York, areimmediately aware that this is a leading-edgecompanyin its delivery of information services; theratio of electronic terminals to employeesis close to1:1. Avon is a good example of a company thatbelieves in high technology and that has organiseditself to support and fosterits use at all levels. In theearly 1980s, personal computers were delivered to
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the homes of top managementsothat they couldbecome familiar with their capabilities in private.
Today, Apple Macintoshes are used to provide
executive-support facilities.
Avon☂s approach to making data available to users
can be summarised as a high-technology environ-
ment coupled with comprehensive end-usersupport
services. However, this conceptually simple approach
requires a large commitment from those involved in
the delivery of services. There are several end-user
support facilities and projects at Avon that contribute
to making data available to users. The most
significant are:
♥Creative learning centres.
♥Atoms ♥ Avon☂stotal office management system.
♥Atoms technology education room.
♥Avon Computer Store ♥ ☜solutions unlimited☂☂.
♥Proton ♥ a computer-based message system.
♥Graphics workstation and PC lab.

Avon is convinced that the key is to support users
so that they canutilise currently available technology
to access and manipulate the data they need.

Systems environment
The systemsfunction in Avonis highly centralised and
is organised to support specific business functions
(finance, marketing, international operations, etc.).
There are 30 data centres worldwide with IBM 4381s
or System 36s or 38s, although there is a multivendor
environment at the headquarters office, with
equipment from IBM, Digital, Prime, Wang, and
Burroughs. The personal computers used in Avon are
mainly IBM, Eagle, DEC, and Apple. All systems
activities are coordinated by the central systems
function. Users are not charged directly for the
services of the central function because Avon
believes that doing this would inhibit the use of
information technology.

Wetalked with Harry Mah, Avon☂s information centre
manager. He has

a

staff of eleven and is charged with
two major responsibilities:
♥Providing data to users.
♥Providing education about technology in general

and training for business software in particular.

The information centre uses a mainframeto provide
a wide range of services, including a business
planning system, database manager, statistics
package, modelling, query language, and a fourth-
generation language. If the required data is not
available on the centre☂s computer, the central
systems function (after proper authorisation) will write
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Cobol programsto☜extract the data sothat it can be
madeavailable to users via the information centre.
Downloading data to PCs is permitted but requires
the approval of the vice-presidents of the user
department and of the central systems function.
Uploading data is not permitted at all. Responsibility
for any downloaded data passesto the user, whoisrequired to have his or her diskettes password-protected. Data security is an important requirement,
and these procedures are enforced.
Avonis firmly committed to the idea that educating
andtraining usersis the key to using data effectively
and making it accessible, and a wide variety of PC
software is available in the learning centres for
training and testing purposes. The learning centres
can be used by anyoneat any time. Help is available
during normal business hours. Formal classroom
training is also conducted by Mr Mah☂s staff and
covers PCs, word processing, and decision-support
software. To date more than 1,000 Avon employees
have been trained in-house in the use of personal
computers.

Avon is committed to modernising its systems base.
As well as developing new applications, it is restruc-
turing existing systems to provide easier access to
the data stored in them. Data is organised and
controlled through a database administration function
comprising a manager and four staff members.
A data dictionary is employed to define and control
the data elements.

The Atomspilot project
Atoms ♥ Avon'stotal office management system ♥
aims to improve communications and administrative
productivity by combining the use of minicomputer
software for electronic mail with personal computers
for word processing, financial spreadsheets, and
personal databases. The system has beeninstalled
in the Rye facility over the past year, and there are
approximately 320 managers, professionals, and
secretaries using the system.
The Atoms system consists of two DEC VAX 11/750
minicomputers with All-In-One and DECmail software,
together with a network of IBM, Eagle, Macintosh,
and DECmateII personal computers. The two mini-
computers at Rye can be accessedby dialling up
from anywherein the country. Atomsprovidesa full
range of support services. A telephone hot-line is
available for any questions or problems. Training is
available in Rye and New York City for DECmateII
word processing, All-In-One, DECmail, and personal
computing.
According to Mr Mah,Atomsis highlighting the need
for an integrated data processing capability within
particular departments, and he believes that the
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_ successofthe pilot project has identified two general
lessons about the best wayin whichto provide users
with accessto data. First, it indicates that, at least
for Avon, departmental computing is the way to go.
This approach provides user accountability for data
and local accessto it. Second, the approach elimi-
nates the need for local area networks because
minicomputers provide a basic star network for
access, and they act as gateways to other depart-
mental nodes or mainframes. Offline local personal
computing is provided by using PCs asindividual
workstations.
Future developments
Mr Mahis surprised that the numberof user requestsfor data is as low asit is. He feels that this is due
partly to the lack of good software to enable users
to access the data, and to the users☂ awarenessofthe need for additional software to meettheir data
demands.
Furthermore, he feels that the patience and under-
standing shownbyusersis due largely to the user-education programmecarried out by the information
centre. He believes that dramatic improvementsindata-accessfacilities will occur only when radically
different tools are available. In particular, he expects
artificial intelligence techniquesto play a big part in
accessing and analysing data.
Avon's senior management is well aware of thepotential for using information technology as acompetitive weapon. (The company is building aknowledge-based system with which it hopes to gaina competitive advantage.) Data is an important assetto Avon,andthe integrity, administration, and security
of data will continue to be important issues, and much
of the responsibility will fall on the information centre.

THE CHASE MANHATTAN CORPORATION
The Chase Manhattan Corporation, operating throughChase Manhattan Bank and numerous other sub-sidiaries, has total assets of over $85billion andoperates in more than 100 countries. Chase Man-hattan provides a comprehensive rangeoffinancialservices to corporations, individuals, financialinstitutions, and governments around the world.International operations accounted for 49 percentof 1984 assets.
Over the past five years, Chase hasinvestedhalf abillion dollars in information technology. Thesesystems provide customers worldwide with access. to Chase☂s sophisticated banking products. A globalelectronic banking unit was established in 1984: itspurpose wasto integrate fully Chase☂s electronicproducts and capabilities throughout the bank☂s
wholesale business.
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We spoke with Egor Andronov, vice-president
technical research, corporate management support.
Discussions were confined to Chase☂s internal,
noncommercial systems environment, mainly for
proprietary reasons.
Data processing environment
Chase☂s data processing environmentis ☁☁dedicated
to the businessunit☂. This enables the business units
to make independent decisions about information
processing activities and expenditures. Chase☂s
operations are so extensive that most varieties of
data processing exist somewherein the organisation.
Nevertheless, corporate management encourages a
controlled multivendor environment, recommending
IBM, DEC, and Wang as the primary vendors.
The corporate systemsrole is one of guidance and
monitoring, andit provides support for the decentral-
ised units through the systems management support
organisation. Corporate support includes office
automation, systems training, planning, technical
research and ☁☁end-user computing stores☂☂. Chase
operates these stores in New York, London, and
Hong Kong. Thestores provide advice and guidance
to end users, rather than sell products.
Data access
Mr Andronov told us that Chase is reasonablysatisfied with its use of existing tools for gainingaccess to internal and external data. There is nouniversal access method available that can beestablished as a standard, however. Chase hasacceptedthat thereis unlikely to be a breakthroughthat will lead to a general-purpose standard data-access tool. End-user computing and data-accessfacilities will therefore evolve, rather than changedramatically.
At this point in the evolution, Chase is anxious toprovide as muchindividual choice as possible. Thecorporate systems function does not specify astandard for large-scale database Managementsystems for use in the business units, for example.These systems usually are important and largeenough to require their own support staff in thebusiness units, and thereis little need to look to, ordepend on, the corporate systems function forsupport services.
A corporate standard (Adabas)has been specified forsmall database systems, however. These smallersystems cannot justify their own dedicated supportStaff, and standardising on one productallows data-access and communicationsroutines to be shared.Training andinstallation costs can also be sharedamongthe businessunits.
Mr Andronovagreedthatthe introduction of personalcomputers caused users to demand greater access
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to corporate and external data; without doubt, he said,the PC hasraised users☂ awarenessofthe ability totransform data into information. He made a veryperceptive observation: ☁The PC☂s impact was toorganise data notpreviously organised.In effect, thedata available in the corporate domain was expandedsignificantly by corporate staff inputting data intospreadsheets and sharing diskettes with each other,mainly for budgeting and planning Purposes.☝
Interestingly,. this user-initiated expansion of theavailable data has increased the pressure on thesystems function to provide both accessto the datastored in existing systems and facilities formanipulating it. The conventional view is that thisdemandcanbesatisfied by downloading data frommainframes to PCs. Mr Andronov takes a somewhatnarrower view of downloading, however, and pointsout that basically it is a method for delivering reports
electronically that previously were prepared and
delivered on paper. Future software products may
broadenthis capability, but today☂s products donot.
Mr Andronovalso pointed out the dangers inherent
in restructuring existing systems to provide better
data availability without also improving the related
support procedures. Making the organisation☂s
telephone directory available online may improveits
accessibility, for example, but it may also highlight
the inadequacies of the data if the support systems
are not improved at the same time. People accept
the fact that printed telephonedirectories are out of
date by the time they are issued. But they would not
tolerate an out-of-date electronic directory. This type
of problem can makeit very expensive to restructure
existing systems to improve access to their data,
which explains why this approachis not often used
at Chase.
Fourth-generation languages are also seen by many
as another vehicle for providing access to data. At
Chase, however, the people using fourth-generation
languages are systems professionals, not users.
Nevertheless, the users benefit from the faster
systems development and modification resulting from
the use of fourth-generation languages.
Data security is a major concern at Chase
Manhattan. In theory, users could be provided with
access to data stored anywhere in the world via the
organisation☂s extensive worldwide electronic
network. Due to the sensitive and confidential nature
of customers☂ financial data, data encryption and
sophisticated security routines are mandatory. In
Chase☂s large IBM systems environment, IBM☂s
Resource AccessControlFacility (RACF) package is
widely used, with acceptable results.
Control of data, in terms of rules about who can
change and access data, is a critical aspect of
Chase☂s business. In many of the systems, this
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control must go beyond the application, file, andrecordlevelto the individualfield level. The emphasison data security heightens the general awarenessof☁thé importance of data. In Chase☂s decentralisedenvironment, users take an active role through theirown security administrators. The endresult is that theusers, rather than systems staff, generally end up
being responsible for the data.
The emphasis on data security explains to some
extent why Chaseis basically satisfied with its use
of existing tools for user access to data. The moreuser-friendly and general-purposetools, by their very
nature, do not provide the necessary data securityfeatures. As a result, most access to data at ChaseManhattanis monitored closely and is controlled by
proprietary, internally developed software andsystems.
Possible future developments
Chase is investigating many different possible
approaches to improving access to data. Mr
Andronovfeels there are three areasin particular that
show promise.

The first area concerns the development of vendor-
independent standards. De facto, vendor-specific
standards may have been acceptable (or even
necessary)in the initial stages of data processing, but
today such standards are counterproductive and
divert effort from the real business problems. Mr
Andronov is encouraged by the progress being made
bythe International Standards Organisation (ISO). The
key, he believes, is international cooperation,
because modern communications technology has, in
effect, removed national barriers. He advocates
participation by user organisations in the work of
international organisations like the ISO.
The second area concernsthe use of reuseable code
in the public domain, which would permit common
routines to be used by many applications, thereby
providing a basis for compatibility and standardis-
ation. Standard access methods could be based on
reuseable code developed by vendors whenever they
need to change software because of hardware
modifications. The same technique could be used by
software vendors when they upgrade or changeoff-
the-shelf packages.
The third area identified by Mr Andronovis the one
that he feels has the greatest potential for improving
user access to data. It is concerned with expert
systems and the use of nonprocedural languages. He
believes that hardware will be provided with
☁intelligence☂ based on expert system techniques.
This intelligence will enable the hardwareto interpret
input received from the users and automatically
access and retrieve the appropriate data. Imbedding
these types of expert systems into application
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gateways, whether to other computersor databases,
reducesthe risk of the wrong data being retrieved.
This approachalso has the advantage of presenting
users with a common and consistent interface.
However,it is not yet clear when such expert systems
will be developed and commercially available.
Chase Manhattanis already working on systemsin
this area, however, because it requires a powerful
easy-to-use interface for its retail banking services.
In fact, the need to serve the public will hasten the
developmentof an expert system interface because,
for Chase,it is a question of competitiveness, rather
than convenience. For this reason, Chase is eager
to fundthis critical activity. But Mr Andronov warned
that other organisations should not expectto be able
to purchase the resulting systems products from
Chase. The results of this development effort are
likely to be considered as proprietary by Chase.

ISTAT
This case history describes how one organisation has
fundamentally reappraised the wayin which it makes
data available to users. It also illustrates that the
information centre approachis not always successful.
The Istituto Centrale di Statistica (ISTAT)is Italy☂s
Official statistical bureau. The organisation has 18
regional offices and employs about 3,000 people.
ISTAT☂s main activity is collecting, processing, and
distributing data relating to population, social issues,
industrial statistics, domestic economic factors, and
foreign tradestatistics. ISTAT is also responsible for
processing the data collected by the census carried
out every ten years. Statistical data is distributed
mainly through publications, but it is also available
through databases, magnetic tapes, and so forth.
ISTAT☂s mission is to make statistical information
more readily available toall Italians as part of their
cultural inheritance. To achieve this aim, it has
reappraised the existing systems and has developed
a set of strategic objectives. These objectives have
been constructed with the help of IBM consultants
using IBM☂s Business Systems Planning (BSP)
methodology.
Data processing in ISTAT
Dr F Marozza, Dirigente Superiore of ISTAT,
explained that data processing is the responsibility
of one of the three major divisions of ISTAT. Com-
puters have been usedextensively in the organisation
since the 1950s for collecting data and distributing
statistical information.

Future systems requirements will be determined by
the information system strategy that resulted from the
BSP exercise. A major component of the systems
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strategy will be the specification for database and
network development. To enable the appropriate
developmentsto take place, the migration from batch
to interactive systems is to be speeded up. This
change will allow three levels of database to be
maintained:
♥A database containing macro-level statistics

oriented towards the external network.
♥Adatabasecontaining micro-levelstatistics mainly

for internal use.
♥Adatabase containing metadata about the other

two databases.
Theoverall structure of ISTAT☂s future data process-
ing operation, based on the three levels of databases,
is shownin Figure A.1. The figure should be read from
the bottom upwards, with the operation envisaged as
a triangular shape having a wide base (the enormous
amount of raw data) and a summit made up of the
relatively small amountof statistical data. The figure
also showstheprincipal functions carried out by the
data processing operation.
The whole operation is based on the data suppliers
whoprovide a description of the state of, and changes
in, the real world. The apex of the operation points
towards the users ♥ the distributors of statistical
information.

Makingdata available to users
Until late 1982, ISTAT☂s systems were basedsolely
on IBM☂s IMS. Three years ago, however,
Adabas/Natural was introduced, and by the end of
1984 all further development work under IMS hadceased. This change was made because ISTAT
believed thatits aims of increasing both the amount
of data input directly by users and the availability ofdata would be furthered by using Adabas/Natural.
There are now 150 peoplein the central departments
whoinput data directly, and other users in variouspublic bodies ♥ the Senate, SupremeCourt, DeputyPrime Minister☂s office, universities, etc.
More than 60 of ISTAT☂s staff now use Adabas, andDr Marozza told us that their productivity had in-creased as a result. The relational structure ofAdabashasproved particularly useful in carrying outad hoc modifications to existing systems and indeveloping new applications. The use of Natural hasalso madeit possible to shift the responsibility for datacapture and retrieval away from the central dataprocessing function to the user departments ♥ andeventually to the external users themselves. DrMarozza believes that ISTAT now has the basicinfrastructure in place to allow users direct accessto the database so they canretrieve and manipulatethe data they require. As a consequence, the needfor someone requiring statistical information to
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 Figure A.1_ ISTAT☂s future data Processing operation
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search through volumesofprinted data is gradually
diminishing.
ISTAT☂s medium-term plansfor satisfying the growing
user demandfor data have three distinct objectives:
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♥To improvethe directlinks to the central depart-
ments for key administrative users.

♥To extend theindirectlinks to the provincial users
both for input and enquiry-based systems.
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♥To distribute copies of the database via the PTT
network so that the general public may access
the data via microcomputers and other end-user
devices.

Problems with the information centre
Towards the end of 1983, ISTAT attempted to
establish an information centre. The aim was to
support the use of end-user tools such as Speakeasy,
SAS, APL, and GDDM. Theinformation centre was
a failure and was abandoned as a mechanism for
introducing end-user facilities within ISTAT. The main
problems werethat the role of the centre had not
been adequately defined, nor had the responsibilities
and authority of the staff. The main reasons for the
failure were that:
♥The same hardware was used both for end-user

development and for operational systems.
♥There wasa lack of organisational structure in the

information centre which meantthat individuals☂
roles and responsibilities were not clearly defined.

♥There were no clear objectives that mirrored the
business objectives.

Dr Marozza now believesthat information centres are
more applicable in commercial organisations and are
not immediately suitable for geographically dispersed
public bodies whose diverse range of users do not
share a commonbusiness aim. The fact that many
of the potential users of the information centre did
not work for ISTAT made the problemsof control even
more acute.
Nevertheless, the use of SAS, Speakeasy, APL, and
GDDMhashad a dramatic impact by reducing the
time required to publish the statistics. In addition, the
quality of the graphicsfacilities available with this type
of tool has improved considerably the presentation
of the statistics. At present, these tools are used by
ISTAT☂s own systemsstaff. The next step is to make
these advanced packages available to the user base.

PHILIPS
This casehistoryillustrates how one company ♥
Philips, the large Dutch-based multinational elec-
tronics company ♥ has developedits organisation
structures to provide support for a range of
development environments and system building tools.
Philips☂ main business activities are lighting, home
electronics, domestic appliances, and professional
and industrial products. The companyis structured
as a matrix organisation with product groups running
through each national operation. The company
employs about 70,000 people in Holland, 40,000 of
whom are based in Eindhoven.
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Data processing environment
Data processing functions are organised into several
national information systems and automation (ISA)
groups. In the Netherlands, the ISA groupis called
NederlandsePhilips Bedrijven B.V. ♥ Electronic Data
Processing (EDP-NPB). The group is composedof a
series of functions split approximately between
traditional data processing activities (the Data
Processing Service) and user-oriented activities
(Personal Computers and Information Services).
Personal computing environment
The Personal Computers and Information Services
(PCIS) group was formed in 1985 to consolidate the
activities of three older EDP groups (Information
Services, Micro Applications. and Information, and
Workstations). The group☂s role is to:
♥Advise users on personal computing.
♥Promote the use of personal computingfacilities.
♥Supply products and services supporting the use

of personal computing (mainframe and PC-based).
♥Supply PC hardware and software.
♥Integrate access to general data and help users

to gain access to specialised data.
♥Provide guidance and support to those wishing to

establish local PCIS organisations (information
centres), and coordinate the activities of the local
organisations.

♥Provide education andtraining.
PCIS is organised into seven sections:
♥ User training (developingtraining facilities for endusers andfor information centre personnel).
♥Marketing (product management, sales, onlinehelp desk).
♥Consultancy.
♥Data services and communications (including datastorage and retrieval).
♥Technical automation.
♥Decision support and management information(customising and developing systems,interfacemanagement).
♥Office systems (supplying hardware and software,providing advice and support).
We met with Mr Mager(Information Centre Manager),who told us that there are now

a

total of 50 staffinvolved in supporting business computing in Philips,compared with only 15 in 1982. This increase reflectsthe growth in personal computing at Philips. Businessusers are now much less dependent on the DataProcessing Service (DPS)for the provision of personal
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computing facilities although PCIS mayin the futurepurchase computer time from DPS andresell it touser departments via the information centreinterfaces.
User access to data
A consequence of the increasing use of:personalcomputing packages and facilities has been theemergenceof ☁unofficial☂ information officers. Thesepeople have been nominatedby user groupsastheirrepresentatives and, as such, have no directlinks withthe data processing function. Their role is to help theircolleagues make the best use of their personalcomputing facilities and to keep themselves up todate with information centre and IT developments.There are now more than 50 of these unofficialinformation officers.
Mr Mager noted that they had appeared in a semi-planned manner, not as part of a formalised strategy.They are regarded as the pioneers of a structured
local support organisation (or local information
centres).
Philips has developed its own in-house interfacemanager(called Easy)that allows users to log on andgain transparent access to the packages availablevia the central information centre. Having logged on,
the user is presented with four windows(or choices)
♥ mail, news andinformation, query, and edit data
and systems. Mr Magerregards Easyas primarily for
☁putton pushers☂.
At present, the information centre services are based
on a partition of an IBM 3084Q (approximately
equivalent to a 3081K). Up to 120 concurrent users
can be accommodated,with a workspaceallocation
of 500k bytes per user, although it is planned io
increase the workspaceallocation to 1.5M bytes per
person.
The increased storage available via the information
centre is seen as a way of reducing the emphasis
on PC processing. PCIS believes that this shift is
necessary because of the better data security and
control facilities available on mainframes.

In Philips, therefore, the emphasis on making data
available to business users will be on access to
mainframe data, not microcomputerdata. In fact, the
representatives from DPS and PCIS that we spoke
with told us that, in their view, positive action was
required to prevent data held in standalone
microcomputer systems from being made available
to other users.

RHONE-POULENC
This case history describes how one organisation has
established and developed an information centre to
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support end-user computing and user accessto data.In doing so, this organisation has established aneffective organisational infrastructure for personalcomputing. We believe its success is attributablelargely to the central data processing functionadopting a coordinating, rather than a controlling,role.
Rhdéne-Poulenc is a French-based chemical company.It employs more than 80,000 people worldwide andis represented in 60 countries. The company isinvolved in many aspects of chemical fabrication,covering base and speciality chemicals, healthproducts, textiles, materials for electronics, magneticmedia, and packaging. In 1984, the company☂sturnover was5 billion francs.
End-user computing at Rhéne-Poulenc
Rhdne-Poulenc has about 700 people in Franceactively involved with the data processingfunction.Approximately a third work in a centraliseddepartment, and the remainder are employedin thedivisions. Thereis a large SNA-based network withapproximately 1,200 terminals. Two large IBMmainframes (3081 Ks) are located at twin computercentres at Lyon and Courbevoie, and a 3033 MP(running under VM/CMS)has recently been dedicatedto end-user computing. This requirementfor a centralhost machine for end-user computing has evolvedover the last ten years. To understand the reasonsfor this, it is necessary to step back to the mid-1970sand trace the major eventsin the growth of end-user
computing at Rhéne-Poulenc.
In 1974, the IBM GIS product was providing on-request report-writing facilities for Rhéne-Poulencspecialists (mainly in the finance area). Evenatthisearly stage, users were expressing a strong demandfor their own facilities and increasingly requiring
access to central data.
This arrangementcontinued to be satisfactory until1977, when the central team recommended theintroduction of APL, mainly as a scientific tool, butalso as a query-language tool. The take-up of APL was
user-driven, however, with occasional ☁champions☂emerging from the scientific departments. Even so,the normal processat this stage was for the user to
refer a request to a professional programmer.
In 1979,the first major user-driven application wasinstalled. This was a personnel system for manpower
planning and strategic personnel planning. The
application was written in APL, andit extracted andanalysed data from the monthly IMS-based payroll
files. It provided access to the records of 40,000employees and wasuseddirectly by the 300 staff in
the personnel function. In the same year, an
information centre was established to handle user
problems and requests. The centreinitially was
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staffed by six people recruited from user departments
and the data processing function.
From 1979, there was steady progress in end-user
computing, essentially using APL both for prototyping
and for building simple enquiry systems. By early
1984, the steady progress became unacceptable
because users were initiating more complex,
unstructured requests. As a consequence,oneof the
majordivisions (health products) led an investigation
into the requirements for decision-support systems,
and set about choosing and acquiring appropriate
software. The users carrying out the investigation
were supported by the central technical specialists
whenthey required assistance.
Three decision-support products were shortlisted ♥
Nomad, Wizard, and Express ♥ and benchmarktests
were carried out on each system. Nomad was
selected becauseit provided a more general-purpose
tool than the other products. The main selection
criteria were ability to handle the type of data
structures required and effectiveness in formulating
ad hoc enquiries.
Nomadhas now beenin use for over a year. The main
benefit so far has been in reducing some of the
applications backlog and in facilitating systems
maintenance. In addition, users have been able to
reduce the numberof periodic reports (even though
these were thought to be essential), and have re-
placed them with more on-request reports. Nomad
is also able to handle more complex data structures
and data manipulation requirements than APL.

The recent changein operating system environment
from TSO to VM hasfacilitated the use of Nomad,
and future growthin its use has been anticipated by
the installation of the IBM 3033 MP.
The central team has not imposed complicated,
restrictive rules on the use of end-user computing
facilities. Instead, it stresses the need for a few
unambiguous general rules. In the case of Rhéne-
Poulenc these are:
♥Theinformation centre databases accessed by

users are segregated from the production
databases.All access to, and transfers from, the
production databasesare controlled by the central
team.

♥Tight control is exercised overthe definition of the
meaning of data. The systems staff at Rhéne-
Poulenc are convinced that this area requires a
coordinated consistent approach throughout the
organisation. This is achieved by encouraging the
appointmentof a data administratorin each of the
divisions.

These rules resulted in an informal strategy for end-
user computing. Becauseof the highly autonomous
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business environmentin Rh6ne-Poulenc,the central
data processing function cannot enforce a mandatory
policy. Instead, the rules are disseminated via a policy
group made up of senior staff from the major
divisions. This group meetssix or seven times a year
and plays an active andvisible role in data processing
decisions.
Rh6ne-Poulenc summarises its approach to end-user
computing in the following terms:
♥Providing initial intensive support for users, but

then pulling back once they have reached a
sufficient level of competence.

♥Shielding users from the more technical aspects
of personal computing: discussions with suppliers
and the mainstream development team are
handled by the technical team at the information
centre.

Future plans
Future plans for end-user computing at Rhdéne-
Poulenc include:
♥Providing different types of facilities for experi-

enced and inexperienced users.
♥Introducing new user-friendly tools, especially for

the more inexperienced users.
♥lIntroducing mainframe-based spreadsheet

facilities, as appropriate tools becomeavailable.
The overall aim is to provide an end-user computing
environment where users can make the rapid pro-
gress that they are now demanding.

SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL
Surrey County Council has used a modern system
building tool (Mapper) to promote user-driven
development of data enquiry systems as a
complementto thetraditional systems development
process.
The council is responsible for providing local services
within its administrative area in Southeast England.
It has about 26,500 staff and an annualturnover of
about £400 million. The permanentstaff of the council
report to the chief officers of the service departments.
|In addition, the Head of Manpower Services and the
Head of Computer Services report directly to the
Chief Executive.

The Policy Committee is ultimately responsible for the
council's computerservices, but it has delegated this
role to the Computer/IT Subcommittee. An IT Steering
Group reports to this subcommittee and has the task
of assigning workloadpriorities.
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Data processing environment
There are about 155 computer services staff working
in operations, development, technical support, and
administration. The recent emphasis has been away
from database systems and towards a clearer
definition of data items and data structures. As part
of this change in emphasis, the computer services
department has beenrestructured into three groups:
♥End-user support (including an embryonic infor-

mation centre).
♥ Development project teams and operations.
♥Support for existing systems.

The new organisation reflects the increasing impor-
tance of end-user computing, office systems, and)
communications.
The growing emphasis on end-user computing is
reducing the need for large-scale development
projects. The emphasis is changing from systemsthat
reducethe costs of running the business to the more
extensive use of existing data for improving
managerial effectiveness and providing information
for policy making. The computer services department
believes that its long-term role will be to provide
information, but it cannot quantify the benefits to the
organisation of such a changedrole. Consultants are
currently helping the council to formulate an
information technology strategy, which shouldclarify
the future role of the department.
The use of Mapper to support end-user
computing
The change in emphasis and the new organisation
structure have been accompanied bythe introduction
and successful use of Mapper. The use of Mapper
will increase in the short to medium term aspartof
a planned move to specialised databases and related
query languages. These moveswill be accompanied
by a reduction in the use of Cobol.

Surrey County Council sees Mapper essentially as a
tool for prototyping andinitial developmentbyusers.
Using Mapper in this way has enabled the rapid
development of small systems where the emphasis
is on dataretrieval, in particular for access to existing
Cobolfiles (although thefiles do have to be converted
before they can be accessed by Mapper).

Despite the difficulties of using Mapper to access
conventionalfiles, the council has created several
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special applications with the product, particularly for
the education department. Mapper allows payroll
information to be accessed and manipulated bythis
department, for example. In effect, the system
enablesstaff in the education department to use the
applications as a manual filing system.

These applications have been built by computer
servicesstaff, although the planis to train some users
so they can develop their own applications.

According to Surrey County Council, Mapper is
appropriate for developing small applications that
access data files constructed specifically for the
applications, and where the data-retrieval require-
mentsare ill-defined. It is also suitable for the rapid
developmentof prototype systems, and the auto-run
facility (for repeating a program) has been found to
be a useful feature. Furthermore, users can be
trained to write their own Mapper routines.

Mapperis unsuitable where large volumes of data
have to be transferred from existing systems.
Moreover, it should not be used to create larger
systems with complex processing requirements and
large volumes of data that need to be updated
frequently. For this type of system, the inherent
inefficiency of programs generated by Mapper would
adversely affect the operational performanceof the
system.

Staff in the engineering services department have
beenactively involved in designing and implementing
a direct-labour accounting application. The whole
application was conceived and implemented in less
than six months. This application processes 50,000
recordsrelating to jobs-in-hand,andit is used by two
departments at four separate locations. Engineering
services staff helped to develop enquiries, reports,
screen formats, and some processing routines so that
estimates for standard jobs can be derived from the
rates held in the Mapper databases. Nevertheless,
computerservicesstaff retained overall responsibility
for data integrity and security.

Surrey County Council has appointed a Mapper
coordinator, who provides the technical and business
interface betweenthe operational support staff and
the end users.Atfirst, this arrangement created some
difficulties because the operational support stafffelt
they should be responsible for the operational use of
Mapper.
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